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Vote of Eight Counties Received House to Decide Contest
tween New Orleans and
by Wire Gives Majority
of 7618.
San Francisco.
Hon. Jose D. Sena, secretary of the
Republican Central committee has re
ceived returns by wire from eight
counties showing the total vote on
Saturday's election, for and against
the constitution. These eight counties give a total vote for the constitution of 9,765 and 2,147 against, makthe constitution of
ing a majority
The counties and the vote are
7,618.
as follows:
For. Agst. Majty.
1529
325
Chaves ... . ...1854

fr

Colfax

Curry
Dona

348

1925
704

Ana

Eddy
Luna
McKinley
Valencia

.

.

260
411

...1444

298
231
77

1209
302

838
1429

197

-

1577
444
1033
971
71
761
1232

7618
9767
2147
Totals
To these may be added Bernalillo
county which on good authority is
said to have given 2426 votes for and
1,009 against the constitution, or a
majority of 1415.
The official returns are slowly arriving at Secretary Jaffa's office.
The returns cannot arrive so quickly
as many expected because they had
to be registered and the registration
could not be done the day following
the election which was Sunday.
Mr. Jaffa has received word that
Roswell, his home city, gave 1,159 for
and 122 against the constitution.

Lincoln County.

Complete returns
county in the
ity of seven votes.
n

San Miguel

place Lincoln
by a majorCounty.

With five precincts missing, San
Miguel county gives 2549 votes for
the constitution and 1160 against it.
Bully for Solomon Luna.
Valencia county gives 1429 for the
constitution and 197 against it, a
majority for it of 1232.
Rio Arriba's Majority.
Secretary Jose D. Sena of the Republican Central committee, received
a telegram this afternoon from Hon.
T. D. Burns, announcing that Rio Arriba county has given 1,000 majority
for the constitution.
Eddy County.
Completed returns from Eddy county give 1269 for the constitution and

Incorporation.

Articles of incorporation were filed
in the territorial secretary's office by
the Aztec Orchard Investment Company of Colorado Springs, Colorado.
The company Is capitalized at $50,- 000 of 500 shares at $100 each and
the incorporators are Harold C. Har
mon, James P. Shearer, George A
Krause and Arthur Cornforth. The
existence of the company is for . 20
years.
Notary Appointed.
Governor Mills appointed William
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a vote of
the people, it is a serious legal question whether Congress can now
change any part of the New Mexico
constitution. It may require the action of the States of New Mexico and
Texas.
Smoot made a strong
speech
against any tariff bill, schedule
by
schedule. He made a strong
plea
in favor of wool.
At the White House' reception to
the Judiciary last night, President
Taft expressed his pleasure to the
New Mexican correspondent on the
large majority for the New Mexico
constitution.
He said it shows that
the people want statehood.
New Orleans or San Francisco.
Washington, Jap. 25. It will be
left to a full membership of the House
to
determine
of Representatives
whether San Francisco or New Orleans shall have the right of way in
the exposition fight now raging before congress.
The House committee on rules, after hearing a sharp
tilt between the rival interests and
spending hours in executive consideration of the problem, decided to authorize the calling of the roll of
House members on Tuesday. Every
member who favors the Pacific Coast
exposition will answer. "San Francisco," while those who favor the
Gulf will answer "New Orleans."
Whichever ity prevails in the. Toll
call will will have the right to call up
its legislation for immediate consideration. Measures favoring both San
Francisco and New Orleans are pending in the House and the action of
the rules committee today shifts to
the full membership of the House
the burden of deciding which will be
given preference.
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Fathers and philanthropic efforts of the federof Chicago will be discouraged by tus church, the home of a wealthy up- al council of the churches of Christ
town Roman Catholic congregation, in An. erica were outlined by Bishop
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corners," last
night saw a man run up the cm
It. Hendrix, of Kansas City, Mo.,
judging by the inaugural declaration
of the aisle of the church with
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ready market, for grain and pro- tion overpowered the man and turned lings of the Council on the occasion of
visions regardless of the size of the him over to a patrolman. At the sta- - the annual meeting of its executive
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ness conduct.
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The met iraiile releDes Moines, Jan.
peril.
The Iowa
greatest
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lize
the
them by the aid of modern maby the officials
showed
States flights on several of which Miss censorship
sponses to these greetings
gislature ballot for United
handling." how grateful they were to the highhim, but with board of the literature emanating chinery and scientific
Senator today was as follows: Keny-o- Grace accompanied
from our members.
The complaint That high prices penalized the pack- est executives in our land in the two
3a; Funk 34; Young 33; Barter the announcement of their engagewhich wire offi- ers was the aspect put upon the cost
speculation
against
their
centuries.
perilous
foreswore
Representing
both
absent
3,
preceding
necessary ment,
(Democrat) 52;
ces in small, obscure towns tend to of living by his explanation for the more than 100,000 ministers of the
to, select SO.
sport.
promote, comes not alone from the increase of capital from $00,000,000 gospel and some 17,000.000 communiDupont
traders themselves.
s
it comes from to $75,000,000 by Mr. Swift who said: cants, or
of Protestants
Dover, Del., Jan, 23. A. Dupont POWDER AND GAS EXPLOSION
COLLIERY. the leading banking and business men "We are obliged to pay higher prices of our country, federated in a permawas
IN PENNSYLVANIA
United States Senator
in these small communities, who re- for raw material than formerly, and nent organization known as "The Fedon the first ballot, taken at the joint
session of the Delaware legislature Four Men Fatally and Two Others alize the disastrous effect upon their it takes more money to do business eral Council of the Churches of Christ,
It also in America," we bring Christian greetat noon today. Dupont received 31 Seriously Burned in Acident at own business of that sort of specula- now than in times past.
Wilkes-Barre- .
tion and observe around them the takes more capital for construction ings to the chief ruler of the greatvotes, his Democratic opponent, Willard Saulsbury, 21.
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Jan. 25. An ex public: discrace and financial ruin of plants and building and the opera- est nation in history standing for
Colorado Tied Up.
plosion of powder or gas in Hughes- which often attends the speculative tion of facilities necessary to handle
"As former greetings were made by
The and keep our various products up to
Denver, Colorado, Jan. 25. The ton No 10 colliery of the Pennsylva- - efforts of those who trade.
Colorado legislature today met in nia Coal company in Pittsburg today, chief support of the
legis- the high standard demanded by our individual churches and were welcomjoint session and balloted for United wrecked a section of the mine and lation in Congress comes from these customers and government require- ed by our rulers when the fate of tbe
States Senator. The result was: killed or injured a number of work- sections of the country in which pri- ments.
During periods of plenteous nation was yet undecided, much more
Democrats, Speer 2G; Adams 20; men. Six men were brought out of vate wire offices have heretofore supply and lower prices for live stock we believe will be welcomed this
Thomas 5; Ward 5: O'Donnel 3; Tay the colliery by rescuing parties, four operated.
It is my position now and and finished product, the producer Christian greeting to our chief maglor 3; Maupin 1; Shafroth 1. Repub of them fatally, and the other two it has been for more years that it may be dissatisfied, and criticise the istrate by the federated churches as
licans, "Vaille 16; Dawson 8; Goudy seriously burned.
It is not known should be beneath the dignity of any nackers.
During the period of short the sign of the compact and growing
The
our national union
7: Roof 2; Absent 1: total vote 100.
how many men were in the member bre to solicit or accept! supply, and consequently
higher strength of
definitely
that
Necessary to choice 51.
mine. Scores managed! to escape by speculative business from bankers prices for live stock and finished pro-- ! late Mr. Justice Brewer declared
such a federation of churches was algetting out of the emergency open- and others in a fiduciary capacity and duct tbe consumer may be dissatis- - so an unmistakable proof that ours is
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Governor Mills, Chief Justice Pope, MORE TROOPS ON WAY
wholessale
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of
with
costs
vary-aud
sudden
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slump
varying
of catholicity and tbe
Judge Roberts, Spiess, Larrazo-lTO MEXICAN BOUNDARY, prices for butter and eggs in Chicago. ing selling prices the packer receives growing spirit
work of the churches
the
belief
that
and Sedillo, Speakers.
which the retailers finally allowed to a uniformly small margin of profit on could better be done in
Will See to it That Neutrality cut tne consunlers' cost 0f living, was sales.'
In the controversy over effi
They
than in separation ripened into this
At 7:30 p. m at the court house.
by the
Laws Are Observed
.lja tQ t)e cold stol.age houses by ciency of railroad operations the rulenotabe and pprmanent federation, not
Don't forget the time nor the place.
Rebe'8- some commission men. But responsi was conoeuea mat ot au possiuie of indivlduai
of
but
christians
It will be for a ratification meeting,
now for a reduction of the costs causes of high prices waste is the f.m,rohes, and that by the authority
bility
a jubilee celebration in nonor of the
Be-San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 25.
that scientific manage-ant
of living or for advance a year ago most potent,
the unanim0us action of the
adoption of the constitution.
fore nightfall more troops of the are not borne out
lias disclosed wastes reaching est ecclesiastical assemblies of the
by the government
The speakers will be Governor Third
Sam
Fort
in
Cavalry stationed
even now and
Only a year ago commis- an enormous aggregate,
statistics.
Mills, Chief Justice William H. Pope,
will be on the way to the
sion houses, then pointing to cold little realized; and that scientific
"Believing with Webster that what
Associate Justice C. J. Roberts, Hon. Houston,
Mexican insurrection, which it is
houses as the cause of con- management has presented the only makes good Christians makes good
Charles A. Spiess, president of the said
storage
seria
assumed
here, has again
ditions quite the reverse, were con- workable means yet devised for avoid- citizens, we are glad to state that
constitutional convention; O. A.
in addition .to the distinctively relifronted by the government figures ing the greater part of the waste.
the noted orator and Dem- ous aspect.
which show that the ;.nnual crop of
gious work which is sought to be done
ocratic leader; Antonio A. Sedillo, DAVID GRAHAM PHILLIPS
Signals That May Fail.
The need of automatically stopping by all churches as never before, such
eees is almost 00,000.000 cases, of
delegate in the constitutional convenWOUNDS.
DIES OF HIS
tion from Bernalillo county.
which less than 8 per cent is stored, trains when stop signals are disre- as home and foreign missions ?Jid the
New York, Jan. 25. David Graham
This will be an exceptionably inland
that the balance, over 92 per garded or not seen by engineers has vital work of evangelism, the federal
has lost his brave fight for
Phillips
not
because
occasion,
cent,
goes direct to the consumer. been given renewed attention by Chi- council of churches is doing in uniteresting
only
life. He died in Bellevue hospital In
the theme on which the
the city of Chicago, in 1909, there cago railroad officials as a result of son humanitarian and philanthropic
speakers
will address the voters is a highly in- late last night, a victim of Fitzhugh were stored approximately
on eastern work calculated at once to bless and
1,000,000 two disasters
recently
an eccentric and
nation.
Thus
a careful canvas of the reads equipped with automatic block to strengthen the
and
teresting one to New Mexico but be- Coyle Goldborough,
cases,
commitcause of the prominence of the ora- emotional musician,, who, although of leading houses showed
In the wreck of Batavia, N. through our large standing
that thess-egg- signals.
refined tastes and aristocratic southtors.
were owned by 619 persons of Y., on the New York Central system, tees of some two Lundred leading minRemember the hour is 7:30 p. m. ern stock, shot the novelist down yes- firms.
Another South Water street due to a fog which obscured the cau- isters and laymen, careful study is
given to the advancement of
and the place of the meeting is at the terday for a fancied grievance, then merchant offered an amusing explationary signal 4,000 feet from the being
such
interests as Sunday obgreat
Court House, on East Palace Avenue. killed himself.
nation of the present butter and egg station, the engineer saw no warn- servance,
the sanctity of
temperance,
situation.. "It is all due to the far- ing until the
,of the wreck- the home, the church and social servmers eating oleomargerine," he de- ed train were only a few hundred ice, and literature and education.
Six dead and a score
"The farmers nowadays, and feet away.
clared.
"Happy results have attended these
I mean nearly 85 per cent of them, seriously injured were the victims in
efforts in checking race track gamto
maron
the
Near
milk
case.
butter
the
and
their
Nevada.Ohio,
that
take
bling, in annulling loose divorce laws,
ket and carry home oleomargerine Pennsylvania railroad a wreck in in stopping twelve hours a day labor
E
It Is cheaper, which six died and many were and that for seven days in the week
for their own tables.
and by doing this they decrease the seriously injured was officially as- in certain industries, in
bringing
consumption of butter and throw so cribed to the disregard of visual sig- about kindlier relations between the
who passed church and laboring men. in safe
city market nals by one engineer
Orphan Boy Whom Republic Panic Results Among Forty great an amount into the have
to fill three sets of blocks signals without guarding the physical and moral well- that the storage people
MostElected
cans
Governor
Laundry Employes,
their houses with It. Then at a time obeying them. During a general pow-- 1 being of women and children who are
of Tennessee
of the bread winners and in promoting
like this it is suddenly unloaded and wow in Chicago of officials
ly Girls
see the result.
However, the cold
system, A. M. Schoyer, some literature and the better
superintendent west) of Pitts-- lectual development of our youth.
storage is not entitled to. credit now
"In all this we are unitedly seek- GIVES GOOD ADVIGETO PEOPLE
for the glut and low prices of butter burg, was appointed a committee to
nor to blame for high prices of a secure from the League for Public ing the highest welfare of our great
has
The government report Safety Information concerning auto- - nation whose Chief Magistrate
year ago.
All Settle ' Political Differences One Person Dead and Twenty shows that of all the butter produced matic stop equipment which in ser-jo- r
daily prayers and our loyal aid.
in the country, not over 6 per cent is vice tests was found to avoid the! We rejoice to recognize as PresidWithin Constitutional
Crushed in Mad Rush for
acstOD which pnl- one wno is exceptionally
"emereenov"
put away into storage, while 94 per
Limitations.
Fire Escape.
cent goes into immediate use, and a has condemned stop devices with quainted with our great and varied
Distance, national interests, and who fully
small proportion of the crop could not opterating railroad men.
Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 25. BenjaPhiladelphia, Jan. 25. In an explo- control the market.
The top price fog, storm, low burning of the lamp commands our confidence so that wo
are content to see through his eyes
min W. Hooper, who heaffed the sion of a large tank containing am- for
storage butter this season was 32 all make tbe reading or visual sigRepublican ticket last November in monia, in the laundry here today, one
cents per pound, while finest fresh nals at night one of extreme difficulty a completed Panama Canal and the
one of the most stirring
political woman was killed, fifteen to twenty butter, during the period of storms for the engineer, but the Block Signal conservation of the best possible
25
good of the Phillipines those little
fights In this state ever experienced, girls were slightly injured and
and unusually cold weather, did not and Train Control Board of the Inter-slatbrown
men he delights to call broth-erg- .
today was Inaugurateu Governor. He other employees, mostly young womin
its
Commerce Commission
above 3G cents, yet, in 1882, before
is the first Republican Governor elect- en, were thrown into a wild panic go
modern cold storage was known, the search for a practical stop signal has
ed since 1881. Governor Hooper open Fortunately, fire did not follow the
Waste In Too Many Churches.
of butter at Elgin, for the week made little progress owing to the
killed was price
ed his inaugural address with a plea explosion. The woman
Jan. 23. Too many
Washington,
ideas
of
to
50
cents, great number
was 48
impractical
churches in one city with the conthat In the future the people of .Ten- blown through a window into the of February 20th,
The
month
had to consider.
financial drain on comnessee "settle their political difficul- Btreet Most of the injured were and the average price for the meat which it has
sequent
cents. Of fresh
use of colors for night signals was munities heavy
was the theme of the adties within legal constitutional
crushed in the wild rush for the stair- was 45 and
cold
Prof.
in
George
condemned
3
by
less than per cent is placed
recently
dress last night of Rev. Dr. Charles
ways and fire escapes.
M. Stratton, of John Hopkins Univer- L.
storage.
Thompson, Secretary of the PresSmall Margin for Packers.
sity, who suggested the use of lines byterian Board of Foreign Missions,
conof
which
that
and
the
of
ot
position
The problem
efficiency
lights,
X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X
at the opening session of the annual
X servation which efficiency implies, instead of the color, would serve as meeting of the executive committee
RATIFICATION MEETING TONIGHT.
"White," says of the Federal Council of the Churraised by Louis Brandels with regard signal indication.
As Santa Fe city leads the incorporated municipalities, and San-- X
X
counties of the territory in the majorl-- X to the railroads has given the packing Prof. Stratton, "in houses, shining ches of Christ in America.
X ta Fe county, the wenty-si- x
business of Chicago a new Interest, through windows, and hanging lanDr. Thompson cited New York as a
and X
X ties cast for the constitution and statehood, a big ratification
are conspicuous
whatever the merits of the case in the terns on gates at
X
Is
for
at
X
eight
meeting
planned
example of the waste of
Wednesday evening
The economies of often mistaken for 'safety signals,' funds on churches. He declared that
federal courts.
X o'clock at the court house. Brief addresses are to he made by Gov- - X
with disastrous consequences. 'Green' the platform of the Council was susmeat packing, in which
X ernor Mills, Chief Justice Pope and by others who helped to win X
Smoke has tained by its economy value, its apo- produce the profits, has been given is no more trustworthy.
X the victory. The court room will be crowded and you should X
"There
conservation.
as
real
X
The
ladies especially are Invited.
standing
X come early.
Continued on Page Eight.
13 no industry
in which the selling
(Continned on Page Eight.)
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Miss Estella Bergere. Third grade:
Candldo Ortiz, Flossie; Sanford, Louise Dockweiler, Jose E. Gomez, Cesa-riOrtiz and Ramon Qulntana.
Sierra county Third grade: Mrs
Continued on Page
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Bernalillo.
San Juan county Third
grade:
Mrs. Priscilla Houston, Bloomfield;
Christina
W. T. Johnston, Liberty;
Preston, Kirtland;. Sarah Trujlllo,
Blanco.

Santa Fe

NOT EXPLAIN CONDUCT i GREETINGS TO PRESIDENT TAFT

Anti-Tru-

'

Mexico boundary.
Since
tion of the constitution by

AND BUTTER WOULD

Farmers Take Products to the Earnest Foley, Metal Worker Memorable Gathering Held in
Rushes up Aisle With
Market and Eat Oleomargathe National Capital
rine at Home.
Bottle.
Today.

Inter-

urgamzeu
New Orleans, Jan. -Trenton, N. J., Jan. 25. James E.
Martin, Democrat, was today elected Labor today felt the rt straining force
law when
United States Senator for a term of of the Sherman
six years, from March 4th next, to aJury in the United S'at.. s cuurt here
succeed John Kern, Republican. The returned a verdict of nuiliy against
Orleans
house and senate met in session at the members of the Newcharged
noon and the balloting was quickly! Dock and Cotton Council
to niteri
President Pleased.
over, the result as announced being 'with conspiracy
commerce.
Special to the New Mexican.
foreign
Washington, D. C, Jan. 25. Con- 47 votes for Martin out of a total of
gressman Stephens of Texas lost the 89.
MAGNATE'S DAUGHTER WEDS
La Follette
FAMOUS AVIATOR.
opportunity to secure consideration
Madison,
Wis., Jan . 25. United
of the resolution on the Texas-Ne-

Wasington, Jan. 25. The caucus of
Republicans of the House to deter- mine what action to take on proposed
letters for congressional
ment in the light of the new census
statistics was today called for Thursday night, February.

-

'

FOLETTE

Ballots in Albany, Denver and New Orleans Dock Council
Des Moines Are Again
fered With Foreign
Fruitiest.
Commerce.

Be-

votes against.
Curry County Returns.
H. Newcomb, of Silver City, Gram
The returns by precincts for the
a notary public.
constitutional election for January county, Winners
of Certificates.
are:
from
Curry county
21st, 1911,
J. E. Clark of the
Superintendent
Clovis
For. Agst.
of education has andepartment
133
48
Prc't 1
nounced the names of many of those
40 who
85
Prcn't 10
will receive teacher's certificates
32
67
Texico
as a result of the examinations held
59
168
Melrose
early in the month. There will be
22 several more names
54
Black Tower
announced, per7
56
St. Vrain
haps but up to noon today the follow2
32
Field
ing only were decided upon:
15
40
Chaves county, second grade: Lula
Grady
40
30 E. Fairchild, Roswell; A. L. Green,
Hollene
9 Bronco, Texas; D. R. Kinney, Nobe;
25
Claude
J. E. Marbut, Byried; W. M. Mc26 i Laughlin, Roswell; W. E. Thompson,
700
Total
Leah
Land Entries.
Ranger Lake. Third grade:
j
The following were the land entries Burrows, Marion Ingalls, Roswell;
Lelah Quillen, Ranger Lake; Gertrude
at the. local land office yesterday:
Thomas Teague, Kenna.
Commuted .homesteads:
Colfax county: second grade; Mrs.
L. Miller, Aztee; John C. Horn, Wil-larErnest D.
Herbert Smith, Gonzales; John Marian Walter, Colmar;
Homestead Cartwright, Hall's Peak.
W. Grimes, Cherryvale.
Curry county: Third grade: J. H.
applications: Edward L. Caldwell,
Texico.
Kays,
Charles
Stanley;
Patterson,
Willard;
Eddy county: First grade:
Percy
Silviano W. Summers, Marysville,
Wagon A. Miller, Carlsbad. Second grade.
Mo.; Pearl A. Rinehart,
C. Land, Hoffs;
Leroy Lancaster,
Mound; Lottie May Weldon, Aztec.
Monument; Third grade, Anna MorFederal Guide.
Nadine; Willis T. Penna, Mary
Internal Revenue Collector Henry gan,
Reiff, George Spencer, all of Carlsfedof
the
in
is
who
charge
Bardshar,
bad; Elizabeth B. Turner, Knowles.
eral building, has erected a neat "diGrant county Second Grade:
T.
rectory" or. guide in the hall which B. Holder, Cliff.
shows where the various offices are,
Guadalupe
countyThird grade:
and thereby saves many a pant from Francisco
Bustamente, Casaus; Lucithose who have been rushing up ano
Norma Mott,
stairs to find an office that is on the SantaLopez, Newkirk;
Fort
Rosa; Jesse Tapscott,
folas
floor.
is
The
guide
ground
Ozeala Tillman, Santa Rosa.
Sumner;
lows:
Lincoln
county Second
grade:
FIRST FLOOR.
Carrizozo.
Collector Internal Revenue,,. Room Mamie E. Humphrey,
Third grade: M. T. Dye, Anton C.
No. 3.
San
Lueck, Ruidoso; Mary Johans,
Weather Bureau, Room No. 4.
Walter Pearson, RichardPatricio;
Surveyor General, Room No. 10.
son.
SECOND FLOOR.
McKinley county Second grade:
Room
Forest Service,
No. 1.
L. Linscott, Heaton.
Nannie
Chief Field Div. Land Office Room
Lucl
Mora county Third grade:
No. 4.
and Lucero.
Land Office Room No. 7.
Mrs.
Otero county First grade:
Inspection.
Third
Abbott.
Eva
Alamogordo;
'Adjutant General Brookes Inspect
Mrs. E.
ed the First Infantry Band of the grade: Mrs. Ella B. Smith, AlamoNew Mexico National- Guard last H. Simmons, T. A. Standifer,
night and found it in good shape. The gordo.
Sandoval Third grade: Mrs. Caradjutant general will inspect Com- oline
Armijo, Placitas; Librado Cres-pipany B tonight
303
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packers' 2
per cent. It is evident
that the packers'
ability
to develop business by the utilization

There's No Risk

3

Chandler, Okla. In a letter from
this place, Mrs. Ella Flowers says,
of
is Badly remiss in this
"I
know how to thank you for
respect. While It is true they have thehardly that Cardui
has done me.
good
realized something out of the hog's
Before I tried Cardui, I thought I
for
they
squeal
phonograph records,
was past help, but after taking It, I
have yet to utilize the hog's disposiwas
relieved at once, and gained at
tion in regard to 'profits. The real
least ten pounds. Everybody says I
trust builders of Wall Street evidentlook so much better. I am still Imly are away ahead of them in this reproving greatly." Many women are
spect.
out and discouraged,
It is hard to comprehend the consis- completely worn
on account of womanly
weakness.
the
of
the prosecution against
tency
Are you? Have you not tried Cardui?
alleged "beef trust." with their low
It only needs a few doses to convince
margin of profit, as compared to th
need.
is
real trusts, with their 20 per cent, you that Cardui just what you
cure
will
It
your
it
pains.
today.
Try
who openly agree to a maintenance
of prices by curtailment of product,
before the start and being atwhich the steel company are accred- kissing
tended
maids and manicurists beby
to
the
ited with doing, according
cortween rounds in their

A physician who made a specialty
;of stomach troubles, particularly dys
pepsia, rafter years of study perfected
the formula from which Rexall Dyspepsia 't ablets are made.
Our experience with Rexall Dys
pepsia tablets leads us to believe
them to be the greatest remedy
known for the relief of acute indigestion and chronic
Their
dyspepsia.
ingredients are soothing and healing
to the inflamed membrances 01 the
stomach. They are rich in pepsin,
one of the greatest digestive
aids
known to medicine. The relief they
afford is almost
immediate. Their
use wth persistency and regularity
for a short time brings about a ces newspaper reports.
Yours truly,
sation of the pains caused by stomach
B. MALCOLM.
F.
disorders.

inter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

WE

Telephone

Woman Past Help

much-toute-

If This Medicine Does Not
Benefit You Pay Nothing

i

Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets will In
sure healthy appetite, aid digestion
and promote nutrition. As evidence
of our sincere faith in Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets, we ask you to try
them at our risk. If they do not give
you entire satisfaction, we will return
you the money you paid us for them,
without question or formality. They
come in three sizes, prices 25 cents,
511
cents and ?1.00. Remember you
can obtain them only at Fischer's
Drug Store.

No. 40.

GIVE CASH REGISTER 7 Il'Kfl S
ALL
CASH PUKCKAStS

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25, 1911.

EDITORIAL

Established 1856.

SELIGMAIN BROS CO.
January White Goods Sale
Table Linens
Napkins
Towels
Quilts
India Linens
Lawns

respective
equipped
dressing

ners, with fully
tables, candy and talcum powder

EVERYTHING

tuc nmiv

FOR THE

FEET
THE BEST

In Shoes For

J

j

Specialist.

EUGENIO ROMERO

COAL YARD

&

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEWj MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone

Phone Red 1 00

THOWAS P.

j

ed 1 00

ill

DELQADOAr.

;

j

j

li--

-

j

:

Irrigation and Farm

tllTJ'

: :

FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

'

Zlump

j

F.

FRANK

GORMLEY

MuTalter.

.t.

trous, Mora county. B. Faunce, who
has a ranch near that place, had his
barn partially demolished, the terrific
Winn tiftini

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

&

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

Sole Agents For
'MERNATIONAL

STOCK FOOD.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOCJSE IN SANTA

IS

yu

1

'

Agent.

Wholes? !i

FE-

-

a

LEO HERSCK

C I A RFNDON

GARDEN
R. V. BOYLK Mgr.
CL&REBDON

PODLTRY

PHONE AC
BLACK

Id

RIPE FRUIT N0W

FL0WERS) WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

CTJT

UJjJSHjJNCS.
YARDS

HOUSE

THE CITY

Phone 36

11

'i

fi?Wpc I,,
gpt

J

Dirr,,orl

i

Hoos

LOCKS

1

CftTCHES

I

w,Re

FRESH LAID EGGS every day
Pare bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White "WyandotteR. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard Qnder the treeB and fed on clean wholesome food
only, No chance of Tuberculosis Kenus nor Ptomaine poisoning.
A FKW FAT HENS FOR KATING.

HOOKS

(

tOCK

WE HAVE EVERY

THING YOUVANT

lILSPiJ

IN

'a
WE COULDN'T TELL YOU IN A WEEK EVERY ARTICLE WE
HAVE IN OUR STORE.
REMEMBER JUST THIS:
IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT.
WE GIVE FULL WEIGHT, FULL
MEASURE AND A FAIR
PRICE.
WE WANT TO SEE YOU IN OUR STORE MORE THAN ONCE.

ji,

S9owaco!S We have it.

Ifit' Hardware

e

r,f

L"

WHOLESALE

Wood

AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg

Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

razi7SSo5
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

surfaces.
6'vo One Hundred Dollars

j

I7
J

clrcuthe structure and carrying
lars, free.
tance of twenty-fiv- e
feet or more. An
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.
other ranchman, named Trujillo, also
Said by Druggists, 75c.
had a large barn unroofed
by the
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
wind. The wind also did damage at pation.
Las Vegas. On the Santa Fe side of
the range there was no unusual wind.
We Have Built Up
Digging Up an Old Law. "Dr. M.
M. Milligan, who lives on the mesa a
short distance from town, today had
a warrant issued for the arrest of
Frank Corthon.
Milligan
charges
Corthon with herding sheep within
three leagues of a ranch, which is
prohibited by territorial statute."

Your New Year Greeting

-

Las Vegas Optic.

Should be accompanied with some little remembrance
we still have a fine assortment of attractive, low
priced,
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the "Edison," the sweetest sounding phonograph
made Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods.
THE PACE FOR 1911
will surely be set by our livery stable, as we have rigs to let as good aa
private ones. If you
or you have an engagement where a
carriage is necessary or proper, send
us word and we will see that you are
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
be pleased with our service and

THE FORUM
THE FORUM.
The Hog's Squeal.
Las Vegas, N. M., Jan. 23, 1911.
Editor New Mexican,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Dear Sir: Referring to your article
of December 28th, "The Tribute Ex
acted of the Public by the Chicago
Packers" it is very interesting. It is
seldom we have the opportunity ot
getting such a close insight to actual
figures. I do not know the actual
earnings of U. S. Steel, except by
hearsay. I have read somewhere,
however, that the steel profits were
20 per cent on the turn-oveThis
Is going some in comparison to the

Coal

ucou.s

'"Vfw
.
cannot T cured
'
vf
Halls Catarrh Cure. Send for
it a dis

pnfmiratoit 1frn

aiiOl.

ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE

45

DRY GOODS

P.O. Box 219

j

yrself

Work made easy by using
FULLER & JOHNSON

Only

WEEKS

1

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

4?

:

Spe-'wi- ll

Wash-Marriag-

LUMBER

:

-

Health Shoes Comfort Shoes and Hosiery

Johll Pfllieger

at Cost Including

Commencing
Saturday, January 14th to Saturday, January 28th.

II

Specialist.

Waists

FOR TWO

Only

run-dow-

At Right Prices

Chemise

:::::::

Bargains

j

Service or Dress

Underskirts
Drawers

Overcoats, Suits,;Ladies Suits and
Capes, Underwear, Chiljdrens
Coats, Boys Overcoats, Dress
Goods, and many other desirable

Is the sterner sex, the sex of dauntless achievement and centuries of
romance, to sit idly by or futilely tap
punching bags while it is left to Battling Bess and Knockout Nellie to
defend the prestige of the race?
to permit
Are we mollycoddles,
such things as this to proceed and
our chivalry and gallantry and the
responsibilities of manhood lie
Shall it be that it devolves upon two helpless ladies to
shoulder the burden? Fie upon our
patriotism and our chivalry.

(From Today's Albuqtieruue Journal)
One Man Who Should Go.
has shown
Mr. H. B. Fergusson,
himself to be a man who can take
defeat like a gentleman. The Morning Journal has not understood nor
approved of Mr. Ferguson's attitude
during the constitutional convention
and statehood campaign, but he is
greatly to be commended for his paon mm im
triotic action in promptly going on
OUT OFJEALTH
1 MIL UnlLI nuUllU UT.
record for Immediate statehood, now
that the people have registered their
'
will at the polls. Mr. Fergusson re-- j is a very common expression.
DIRGE IN WOODS.
Are you one of the unfortunates,
A wind sways the pines,
cognizes now that the mass of the
people want statehood above every-- i and what Is the cause?
And below
There are hundreds of people right
thing else; accordingly he has bowed
Not a breath of wild air;
to the will of the majority and will in this vicinity who have poor blood,
Still as the mosses that glow
all tired out, with no
devote his energies to pressing our are
On the flooring, and over the lines
'
strength, vitality or ambition.
claims to immediate admission.
Of the roots, here and there,
We want to ask all such people to
H. B. Fergusson has rendered
The pine tree drops its dead;
service to Xew Mexico dur- - call at our store and get a bottle of
They are quiet, as under the seas.
ing his- long and active life here. He Vinol, our delicious cod liver and
Overhead, overhead
has been prominently identified with iron tonic, which is made without oil
Rushes life in a race,
the Democratic party all that time and very palatable.
As the clouds the clouds chase;
We claim It will make pure, rich
and it will be fitting that Mr. Fergus- And we go
life,
red blood, and Impart new
And we drop like the fruits of the son e a menaber of the party of
presentative New Mexico citizens energy and strength to every person
to who does not feel well. If it fails we
who carry the election returns
Even we,
return your
Even so.
money without
.Washington on the "Statehood
George Meredith. cial." It is to be hoped that he will question. Isn't this a fair and genere
ous offer?
go and add his influence at
A case is reported
from Lelpsic,
License A marriage li- - ington to the demand for immediate
cense was issued at Albuquerque
to admission.
Ind. Mrs. C. R. Catlin was troubled
The Real Hope.
Doloritas Torres and Alfonso Rubi,!
with indigestion was weak all runIt is just beginning to dawn on the down. She says Vinol cured her
both of Pajarito.
,
Divorce is Grantej Everett Jones devotees of the pugilistic art whence stomach
her
trouble, restored
come the tope of the white race.
was granted a decree of divorce at
strength, and made her feel like a
Albuquerque from Sajlie Jones, by,Curi0U8 no one thought of it before. new woman. Anyone in her condithe district court. The complaint al-Battling Bess Martin of Oklahoma tion can get the same benefit from
leged that the couple were intermar- - City anJ Knockout Nellie Bennett of Vinol. Capital Pharmacy.
ried at Wharton, Texas, March 23,CnicaS fought six rounds to a draw
1903,an dthat defendant deserted at Tulsa, Oklahoma, this week.
Do you begin to see a light?
On Pressing Occasions
plaintiff March 18, 1905.
Election is Close At the electionj Think of the forlorn hope of the;
held in San Jose, Bernalillo county, caucasion coming from the ranks of
J. F. Armijo was elected justice of the weaker sex.
the peace by a vote of 125 to 123.
It is told that the decision was'
Atanasio Barela was ths other candi- - largely a matter of discussion on the;
ddte. At a regular eloCtioA the two nnrt r,f tho rpfnrro wVir, wsio fnllv!
men tied with
votes each. The aware that there is a certain locality
county commissioners ordered a new lacking any fury similar to that of a
election, kvery voter in the precinct woman scorned and accordingly de- exercised the franchise.
clared the encounter a draw after a
Dan oupid is Busy Marriage ; series of furious
mixups puntuated
censes were granted at Las Vegas, to with hatpin jabs, flat iron wallops
Maria Sofia Garcia, 15, and Pedro and stove lid swings. The New York
Aguilar, 24, both of Puertecito, Bea-- , World presents a series of cartoons
triz Baca, 24, and Gregorio Flores, 25, of the fight showing the participants
both of La Puerta ; Maria Delf inia
Garcia. 18, San Miguel and Ramon
riFiFNFce r.AMNn-- r rc ruecn lurhfan vm, nooH nn wMnr
onir
cannot part ot ,t, cleaned and pressed don't
i9' PUebl;
EvfnCj t0iby ,0Cal aPPlicatlons- - as
reach the diseased portion of theiho foolish
enough to try and accom- ear. There is only one way to cure1
eie, hntb oi wiuara.
u
because you will lose
Frost at Las Vegas "Last night oc- - deafness, and that is by constitution-- ; P,lsh
curred the heaviest frost In several al remedies. Deafness Is caused by both time and temper and probably
weeks. The roofs of the buildings aa Inflamed condition of the mucous ruin the garments. Better bring them
down town were covered with it to Unin of the Eustachian Tube. When t0 U8 an(J we wln give you a pr0feg.
a depth of a half inch, so it appeared, the tube is inflamed you have a rum-- j
JUU luat wm thoroughly satisfy
When the sun came out the frost bhnS sound or imperfect hearing, and!
ana
la
promptness, excellence
u
is
closed, Deafness
melted and dropped down the necks :when
of passersby furnishing them with 18 ttle result, and unless the inflamma-- reasonable price,
can be taken out and tnls be .
,,
something to kick "about." Las Ve--1 tioa
restored to its normal condition, hear- - JUllUS
I
gas Optic.
which';
by
"U,ed
Catarrh,
.
J"
W"l
Damage by Wind.-Satur- day's
gale
-- -W,M
in iiuuiiuK uu. an miiamea conumon
i

WITH

Night Gowns
Corset Covers

Iso all Winter Goods

con-

venient.

FLASHES.

Incorporated 1903

prices.
WE HANDLE LUMBER
WILLIAMS
in large quantities and have every
modern facility for furnishing the 810 San Francisco
very best rough or dressed

4 RISING
8t 'Phone 139 Red.

Lumber
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
of every description. We are thus Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
enabled to make the very best prices aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
for Lumber of such high grade. and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; yonr
V.'e will be pleased to figure on your
socks are mended and buttons
contracts.
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.

Charles W. Dudrow

PHONE BED 122.

PHONB BHD

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9
When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

13.

We try to conduct a strictly Ethical
We do not recommend any patent medicine, but
DharmarV
r
law advise our patrons to consult a regular physician.
So many times a physician is asked, "Where shall Ltake my prescriDtion?" If vou want PFfrhVf
R3
ileal HiftHUTr

lAn

thical Pharmacy

just what your prescription call for, quick service as well as high grade chemical remember

TUESDAY, JANUARt

TEE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA, FE, N.

24, 1911.

JANUARY 25, 1911.

WEDNESDAY,

ALL TRIBUTARY

Have, the Statement of This
Santa Fe Citizen Will Interest

Of You

You.

Ever have a

"low-down-

pain

"

In

TO SANTA

the

back?
In the "small," right over the hips?
That's the home of backache.
It's caused by sick kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
cure It.
Santa Fe people endorse this. Read
a cast of it:
Hilario Baca, Delgado St., Santa Fe,
N. M., says:
"About two 'and a half
years ago I gave a public statement,
telling of my experience with, and
opinion of Doan's Kidney' Pills. They
completely rid me of pains In my back
which had troubled me oft and on for
months. When I stooped or brought
any strain on my loins. I suffered
severely and there were various other
symptons that my trouble came from
disordered kidneys. I finally procured
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought
prompt relief. I continued
taking
Doan's Kidney Pills and It was not
long before every symptom of my
trouble disappeared. The fact that I
have had no return attack, warrants
me in giving Doan's Kidney Pills my

For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milburcents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

UNO

GREAT

RESOURCES

From the annual Red Book published by the. passenger department of
the Denver and Rio Grande railroad,
the following articles on a country
that should be tributary to Santa Fe

are taken:
Aztec Country.
(By E. P. Wilson, editor San Juan
County Index, Aztec, N. M.)
San Juan county occupies the north
west corner of New Mexico and is on
the western slope of the Rocky Mountains. With the single exception of
the valleys of San Juan county, land
along all the larger water courses of
New Mexico have been cultivated for
hundreds of years, first by the Indians
and later by the Spaniards. In San
Juan county, however, it was not until about thirty years ago that tha
first attempt was made at farming.
The development of the county dates
from that time. Comparatively short
as is its history, developments made
in horticulture and agriculture have
been rapid and it is now firmly established as one of the great fruit and
farming districts, of not only New
Mexico, but of the entire arid region.
Sufficient demonstration has been
made at many fairs and exhibitions
to prove that its products compare
favorably with those of other secSan Juan county almost altions.
ways takes first prize for fruit and
farm products at the annual territorAt the Denial fair at Albuquerque.
ver apple show, in January, 1910, the
carload of apples from this county
received the prize for largest and best
exhibit shown outside of Colorado.
At the Colorado State Fair in Pueblo
in 1907, San Juan county took sweep-

I

j

five-yea-

Claimant nam as witness:
Bentura Anaya, Juan Vlanueva,
Cruz Archuleta, til of Gallsteo, N. M.,
and Julio Montoya, of Palma, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

stakes prize for best and largest
hibit in competition with all Colora- do. At the Council Bluffs. Ia., horti-- !
cultural show in 1909, this county
took prizes for apples. These state
ments will give an idea that the products here are superior, and yet, it
is a fact that more attention is paid
to growing alfalfa, corn, potatoes,
grain, etc., than is paid to growing
fruit.
It may be said without fear of successful contradiction that the
region of San Juan county is
a new country, awaiting the intelligent energy of the practical fruit
grower to bring it to its rightful
ex-

For either acute of chronic kidney
disorders, for annoying and painful
urinary irregularities take Foley Kid
ney Pills. An honest and effective
medicine for kidney and bladder disorders. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.

UPEtilAL

OF

Articles Written for Red Book
by Editors of Northern
Counties.

1--

1--

LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

d

basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop
position.
Mrs.FO. BROWN Agent
This county contains about 3,675,000
of land. Of this amount there
acres
23
No.
Red
Phone
'
to
under the
I

0 pen

Day and Night

'

La Salle Restaurant

CHAS. GANN, Prop
Two boorB below F. Andrews Store
REGULAR MEALS 25c

short orders at all hours
board by the week $5 00
French Noodle order
New

Sork Chop

20c.

dish.

Suey 50c. dish.

govern- location
are open
ment land laws, about 1,250,000 acres.
The water supply is Inexhaustible
and pure. It is impossible to enter
into many details in the scope of this
article, but the homeseeker who
sires a home among congenial,
pitable people, with good schools.
churches, lodgt s, etc., and no saloons,
is respectively invited to write the
Aztec Commercial Club or the Farmington Board of Trade for informaNowhere is there better option.
portunity for the earnest, intelligent
farmer, fruit grower, poultry man,
dairy man, or stock man. New Irrigation ditches are planned to be

MILITARY INSTITUTE

NEW MEXICO

Roswell, New Mexico.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DepartInstitution."
ment as "Distinguished
Army officers detailed by War Department.

Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men for college or business life.
Great amount of open air work. Healthiest location of any Military School in
Located in the beautiful
the Union.
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the
West-a- t
an elevation of 3700 feet above
sea level, sunshine every day, but little
rain or snow during session.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard eastern colleges.
Ten buildings, thoroughly
furnished,
heated, lighted and modern in all resi
pects,
REGENTS--A. CAH00N President,

If

TW nil

Superintendent.

RIDE IN THE MOON

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE, .AND SUPPLIES.

Palace Ave.

in
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YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.

one-fift- h

1
1

THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosper-ou- s
people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO m

!

BUY.

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

ments in its local papers.
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that advertising pays. That is, if it is done right.
PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling 1
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
m
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for car- m
load lots.

va

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

1

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some 1
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the
right goods at the right price.
THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
1
poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in sub- S3
scriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
m
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
m
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are IS
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

i

NON-PROGRESSI-

i

41

I

The "Mew Mexican" goes into the
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches

every post office in New Mexico

1
1
m

fruit-growe-

i

e

i

For particulars and illustrated
cataCoL JAS.W. WILSON,
logue address.

SANTA FE GARAGE

I

pro-jet-

W, G. HAMILTON,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A FINLAY.

,

IT

1

1--

8439-0690-

FE

New Mexico

M.

December 14, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that Pascual
Vlanueva, of Gallsteo, N. M., who on
August 4, 1905, made homestead enfor NW 4 NE
try, No.
and SE 4 NW 4 of section 15,
township 13 N range 9 E., N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of Intention
r
to make final
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver U.
S. land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 8th day of February, 191L

i

Farm-ington-

Cha-ma- ,
Description of San Juan,
and Taos Valleys

n

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior.
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

field peas, potatoes and garden truck j
built the coming year that will
land, thousands of acres in with other hundreds of thousands of
,
acres of land growing winter wheat,
extent, tributary to Aztec and
N. M.
oats and barley who can say what
The climate here is mild, the ele the future of this country will be?
vation at Aztec being 5,500 feet, the
There is ample water in this
air dry and bracing, with the snow-- ! country to irrigate twice the amount
capped peaks of southwestern Colo- of land.
Farming in this locality is
The traveler not experiment.
rado always in view.
There was about
from the east connects at Denver, 4,500 acres of land under cultivation
Colorado Springs or Pueblo, with the during the year 19R
Of his acreDenver & Rio Grande Railroad, which age there was raised approximately
takes him to Durango, thence to Az- two million pounds of oats, six hun-tec and Farmington,
forty miles dred and fifty thousand pounds of
south.
wheat, fifty thousands tons of timoWrite to either of the commercial thy hay, forty thousand tons of alfalbodies above stated and learn of the fa, two hundred and fifty thousand
fertile and sunny San Juan.
with a large
pounds of potatoes,
The Farmington Country.
quantity of other vegetal.. which it
lis impossible to estimate, as they
(By T. J. Skaggs.)
The Farmington Country of the were simply grown for home conSome of the fin st, we
present in point of development sumption.
stands out as a forceful demonstra-- could mention are cabhime, turnips,
onions, peas, beans, radishes,
tion ot the passage from the Old to
the New as compared with Decern- taumiower, lettuce, can, us. PumpKin,i
ber a year ago. Visitors who have s'"lasu and an excel!"" ''lla!i, v of
It has been (i.iiionstrateu
not passed this way for a year or corn.
two marvel at the rapid changes ta that celery can be grown here as good
as in any other portion of the United'
king place and remark, "This is one
Field peas arc grown equal,
of your Yankee towns." Vpon closer States.
not
if
the
superior, in both quantity!
investigation the marvel is readily and
quality, to those crown in the
accounted for in this country's wonderful resources, fine climate, unfail- San Luis Valley; sugar beets are produced which scientific investigation!
ing and abundant water supply, and a and
have
show
test
sufficient;
straight white population of tho betof
percentage
stipir and
ter class.
to m
to enable
them
as
nage
Our prosperity has been Real and
IQ1
which beet producing valleys in the West,
Actual, as shown by a check-uIJ
by the way likewise points to greater
As a stock raisins country the KJr
industrial and commercial prosperity Tierra Amarilla Grant and Rio Ar-u
for the incoming year.
riba county. New Mexico, along with fr
new residences Archuleta county, Colorado, stands
About seventy-fivHere we have the
were built in and around Farmington without a peer.
broad acres of the national
timber
costing $100,000.
New business houses and additions ieserve iur range, aim iaiie iiere fj?
means something,
$65,000.
it is not an arid uai
Street improvements, $20,000. Im or semi-aricountry, it means green
provements on city water works and grass and lots of it . From Chama W
was stuppea last year iour nunurea
electric light system, $0,000.
Plans in course of preparation con cars of sheeD.
template nearly ?60,000 additional ex
Chama is also the center of a large:
penditure within six months.
lumber business, the Tierra Amarilla
Three new extension canals for ir grant being entirely surrounded by
rigation are expected to begin con- national timber reserve, and on the
struction in 1911.
grant is a fine body of yellow pine.
The Hammond Extension on the There was shipped last year from
South side of the San Juan River will Chama over a million feet of lumber,
Irrigate 7,500 acres, and cost $15,000. more than two hundred thousand railThe Upper Animas Extension will ir road ties and many thousand of pilrigate 16,000 acres between the Anl ing and mining props.
mas and San Juan Rivers, and cost
The Taos Valley.
The Orchard, Mesa and
$35,000.
J.
Wite Giddings, Editor Taos
(By
Meadows irrigation projects reclaim
35,000 acres of new land at a cost of Valley News.)
The San Juan Power &
During the last three or four years
$850,000.
Gas Company's engineers are prepar- Taos valley, one of the most beauti- ing to extend the electric power lines ful valleys in the Southwest, has be-from the plant on up the Upper Ani- gun to attract special attnetion.
mas River to Farmington, a distance While known and recognized for gen-of seventy-fiv- e
miles, at a cost of erations as a promising section, yet
The Farmington Power & it was not regarded as a ready place
$150,000.
Irrigation Company proposes to uti- for settlement and cultivation, as the
lize water power to pump water on greater part of the land was under
3,000 acres of new land on the south ancient Spanish grants, and conflicts
The in titles and attendant litigation held
side of the San Juan River.
promoter expects to put water on the back those who might otherwise come
land for next season and to expend to the future garden spot, with its
fruitful acres only waiting for cultiva
$5,000.
With the new experiments to be tion.
made in raising water by electric
This drawback has now been large
power from the rivers flowing through ly eradicated, and soon will be entire
San Juan county, much will be doubt- ly settled, so that the "Lands of Taos"
less accomplished in the way of ir- will be ready for occupancy.
The town of Taos, one of the oldrigation as a preliminary step in advance of gigantic canal projects to est towns in America, and retaining
be put in later on, and which may much of the ancient styles and mesupplant these present irrigation pro- thods, combined with the new, is the
jects. While San Juan county's popu main town of the valley, and its
lation has been added too only about volume of business is astonishing.
fifty, per cent during the past year, The Pueblo Indians have their buildthese many thousands of new irri ings, centuries old, situated about one
gated acres are expected to double up half mile from Taos, and, retaining
the population rapidly.
many of their ancient customs, they
ot offer one of the attractive and interA comparison of the volume
business done at the Farmington Den esting features of this truly remarkaver & Rio Grande Railroad office is ble section of our country.
an index to the increase of the volume
The possibilities of reward for those
From January 1, 1909, who settle in Taos valley are almost
of commerce.
to December 1st of the same year, beyond belief. For fruit cultivation it
the figures are $G7,333.22, while for is unsurpassed. The apples grown
the same period of the present year here are absolutely free from blight
the total is $119,024.57.
and have a flavor that in both the
Ship Rock Indian Agency, one of strength and delicacy is wonderful.
the most important in the Union, Pears, plums, prunes', apricots grow
situated west of Farmington, means to perfection, and the cultivation of
much to the commercial importance small fruits is beginning to give most
Indian excellent promise.
of the Farmington country.
One
ranchman
Agent Shelton, with a national repu- has already made a success of strawtation for Indian Agency work, is ex berries and it has been demonstrated
pending large sums in extension in- - that grapes can be cultivated
to
and around the agency, every dollar splendid advantage.
of which is handled wisely and to the
Ready for occupancy i the coming
The exact season is the
very best advantage.
Orchard
figures are not obtainable, but the and Land company, lying southwest
money expended is circulated mainly o Taos, with complete
irrigation
s
One of the
in local territory.
established, so that at least
an
at
under way
this agency is
of the whole tract will be under irriirrigation canal nearly fifteen miles gation in 1911. What can be successin length to reclaim 10,000 acres of fully raised on this tract has already
mesa land which will be cultivated been demonstrated. Beans and peas
by educated Navajo Indians from the flourish with remarkable productiveShip Rock Agency.
Hubbard
ness, while onions and
Chama, Rio Arriba County.
find in this soil and climate
squashes
(By R. J. Martin.)
their natural home. Wheat, oats,
Chama is an important point on the
are simply unsurpassed. One
barley
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad runr
9,000
alone
shipped
It boxes of high-gradning from Alamosa to Durango.
during the
apples
ia located on the Sierra Amarilla 1910 season and at least 10,000 trees
Grant in the northern part of Rio hav been set out during the present
Arriba county, a few miles south of year.
the Colorado line.
It is a thriving The
Orchard and Land
town of some 800 inhabbitants, is the comDanvIrrigated
nrenarine to irrigate a
is
principal shipping point of Rio Ar- large tract south of the town--, the res- riba county, and is near the northern ervoir sites
being already selected,
center of the Tierra Amarilla Grant, and
during the present year a very
the grant comprising something over
acreage, heretofore in a Span-five hundred thousand acres of land. large
ish grant, is expected to be opened
On the grant is found one hundred
with abundant water for irrigation.
thousand acres of irrigabble land, the
Two railroad lines are preparing to
rest being good dry farming wheat enter the
valley, one from the northland and grazing country, with a lot east
from the north, thus
and
another
of fine timber and mineral land. Inopening uiis wonderful section to the
are
there
vestigation proves that
and furnishing an
acres of good bituminous coal located outsideonmarkets, line for
all the proda
trunk
outlet
on this grant.
ucts of the valley.
The principal lands of the grant
With the wonderful growth of peas
which have been tilled are located
and
alfalfa, hog raising will eventualabout eighteen miles south of Chama
be one of the great Industries of
ly
at Tierra Amarilla, the county seat the
valley. No section of the whole
of Rio Arriba county. Nearby Tierra
offers greater Inducements
Southwest
Amarilla are found several other to
settlers than the beautiful, productowns, Parkview being the largest
"Lands of
tive and
The Tierra Amarilla grant for years
Taos."
has been held Intact as a closed book
so far as settlement is concerned.
Search for Diamond Engene Hall,
Th8 alias
This policy has been changed.
Eugene Kitchen) was arrested
company is constructing an irrigation by the Albuquerque police on tele
system which will place the one hun- grams from the El Paso police de
dred thousand acres of irrigable land partment. He was thought to have
under water. With that number of a $600 diamond with him, which was
acres of irrigable land producing the alleged to have been stolen, but the
finest apples, sugar beets, alfalfa, police failed to find it.
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
FRANK P. STURGES,
Vies President
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

Entered as Second Class

tter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.

Ma

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
.65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six months by mail

....

OFFICIAL

PAPER

i

$3.50

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

2.00
1.00
50

OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest

EXPORT STATISTICS.
Tln export statistics of the United
States for 1010, just made available,
throw much light on the causes that
really underlie the high cost of living. They( show that T'ncle Sam is
exporting less and less of foodstuffs
and more and more of manufactures:
it shows that the increased price ot
the products of the farm, unaffected
by the tariff .but affected by the trend
to the cities, is caused by the fact
that consumption at home has caught
up almost with production. On the
other hand, manufactures, presumably affected by the tariff if anything
is, are exported and compete in the
world markets with the products of
free trade countries. Those who
therefore blame the tariff for the
high cost of living are on the wrong

WEDNESDAY,

FOR SALE Three boilers, in excellent condition, 6f', 40 and 30 horse Chas. F. Easley,
Chas. R. Easley,
nowpr' also a L'ood second hand
Santa Fe.
Estancia.
Home Comfort Range. Sisters of
EASLEY & EASLEY,

F0R
houge

RENT Four room,
Apply R H Hanim.

modern

FOR SALE 800 acres of land with
water. 24 miles from Santa Fe, 2
miles from R. R. Anybody wanting
to buy Ranch write to
Santa Fe, N M.

M.

Assistant Casnitr.

MARE,

lataai B am,

hrsi

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits
--

WILLIAM McKEAN

FOR RENT Five room modern cot
tage in good condition. Phone Red 15. Taos,

BEAD, Casbiei.

Th Oldest Banking Institution in
New f
is3. Established in 137

Attorneys-at-La-

Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico
C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorney
Gomez, For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,
New Mexico

i.l-

.

,!..

.

FRABK

A, HUGHES,

OF SAftTA FE.

FOR SALE A nearly new Smith
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
invited to consider the fact that the track.
WATCH AND PRAY.
Premier No. 2 Typewriter. Also two
Attorneys-at-LaVnfominatelv, the battle for state--! people of Arizona were eminently suDetails of the export trade of the Standard incubators, in perfect conof New
In the District Courts as
Practice
to
41(1
common
the
e,
run
Santa
Box
dlUon.
perior
Apply
hood is not quite won. It is trua:
Uni i RtntM in mm i,.t mmnleted
well as before the Supreme Court of
N. M.
Mexicans, and that in token of our
come
to
but its
statehood is bound
lne bureau oi n.ausm.
the territory.
knowledge of this superiority we had
to
realization
Las Cruces.
may be posponed
New Mexico
TYPEWRITERS,
voluntarily chosen to remain a terri- - ment of Commerce and Labor, show
March 4.
There are factors at tory. Arizona got some fine adver-- increases in exports of manufactures Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
work at this very minute to put off tising out of the deal.
in neariy every line, and decreases platents furnished. Ribbons and supRENEHAN & DAVIE3
New Mexico as long as possible, not
,
,..
Typewriters sold, exchanged A. B. Renehan
plies.
"rtnt 'nnnr nid Ww lUpyirn' hidpd
E. P. Davlet
to let the new state come in until af her time. It soon will be her time to
stambirrl makes handled
.
, ,
imnlements, ...
Law.
at
ported.
Agricultural
Attorneys
ter the next presidential election.
anu
wont
ad-Ail
;
repair
ugh, and her time to get some
Bl lc"u
Practices la the Supreme and Dis
proStrange to say, it is the
anteed. Santa F Typewriter
jvertising that is worth while, she "oots aml sawB- iulu,muu"l"
forin
who
are
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Congress
Phone 231.
gressives
will find the door at Washington nc instruments, typewriters, sewing change.
mulating the scheme for they fear
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
invitingly open tor ner, anu machines, electrical maenmery, metai
ml-n. I mTTn
that New Mexico Senators and Con- swinging
New Mexico
" Santa Fe
' Tint lUlflPf
will indulge in some jeering, we ex-- working machinery, leather, naval
gressmen will strengthen the Stal20 vears of age, Spanish, who can
same
door
is
shut
when
the
pecf.
stores, lubricating oil, naphthas, lum- rea(J and write KngUsh wita a fair
warts. It is men like Senator
E. C. ABBOTT
aeainst the admission of Arizona.
who are disposed to compel
of iron and education, and some experience in a
New Mexico will be quick to invite ber, sheets and plates
Attorney-at-LaNew Mexico to wait the full time of
steel, pipes and fittings, steel rails, general merchandise store, as clerk,
Practice Jn the District and SuTnov p;iti Tin lnfiroi" Viipn public attention to the fact that she
nrphnfinn
and board.
a desirable part wire, patent medicines, cotton wear- - Salary $25 per month
as
been
admitted
has
out the state, but bv nutting their
Al references and state preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
Must
furnish
and
many
own rnnstrnrtinn nnnn tbr wnrds- - ner by the states, while Arizona the ing apparel, furniture,
guaran-othe- r attention
given to sX business.
Pemanent
job
experience
Arizona of a few
inn nf
in
th m,l
articles of manufacture show teed tQ tne rjght larty.
New Mexic
Address: Santa Fe,
has failed, in the judgwhile flour wheat, bacon, The Los Pinos Mecr. Co., Ortiz,
Enabling Act. they hope to thwart the years ago
increases,
to
show those
will of the people, defy the platform ment of Washington,
G. W. PRICHARD
lard, cotton oil fresh beef, live iorado.
and those
pledges of the two parties for "im qualities of conservatism
show
food
articles
and
other
and Consellor-at-Laof
of
cattle,
Attorney
mediate" admission. Their pretext is capabilities
which we boasted so much.
a decline. The ona article of natural
Practice In all the District Courts
that the two territories must come
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
nd gives special attention to cases
and as Arizona has formulatthe production which shows a marked in"However, we have shown
before the Territorta! Supreme Court.
ed an unsatisfactory constitution, it world that we are 'for the recall crease in value is cotton, of which
Office: Laughto Blk Santa Fe, N. M
MASONIC.
should be given time to draft, a safe which possibly will offset th2 disadthe exports in 1910 were 531 million
and sane fundamental law such as vantages of defeat at Washington.
dollars, against 462 million in 1909
New Mexico has just adopted. The it is worth something maybe to
HARRY D. MOULTON,
Montezuma Lodge No
increase being due, however, so- this
be
made
will
boundary dispute
yertise to the world that we have so
1, A. F. & A. M. Rep
another pretext and so will the fight little confidence in our ability to elect lely, to higher prices. Corn also
war coiftmunicatlonj
whether New Mexico should have honest men to office particularly to shows a slight increase in value, 2S
Attorney-at-Lafirst Mxindiy of eaci
one Congressman, or two the number the bench that we wouldn't give up
ha'
.Tasonic
a
23
million
million
nipnth
dollars, against
to which its population entitles it. the
recall, even for statehood."
'tl 7.30 :U.
of
in l'.)09. Practically all classes
At the bottom of it all is the unfairH. H. 1 ORMAN,
Santa Fe, N. M.
ness of the
meats show a decline in the value ex--:
Progressives.
Acting Master
THE POINT OF VIEW.
There is counsel in the good old
bacon
amounted
to; ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
ported;
exports
book, which says "Watch and Pray,"
Hugo Muensterberg in McClure'sl but IS million dollars,
against more
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
and New Mexico at this very time, Magazine writes rather petulantly of:
than 23 million in 1909; lard 6 mil-- !
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
should be watchful
besides
being reporters and incidentally newspapers
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
conR. A. M.
Regular
lion, against nearly 49 million in the
prayerful. The New Mexican believes
vocation second Monday of
that its friends can and will thwart He describes at length his experien-- j preceding year; hams and shoulders!
each month at Masonic
these dark schemes to keep the Ter- ces with three or four representati-- j IS mlloi, again 22 million in the
R. W. WITTMAN
Hall at 7:39 p. m.
ritory out of the Union for another ves of the yellow press and forthwith previous year; oleo oil 12 million.
P.
Draftsman
H.
II.
JOHN
WALKER,
two years, one month and six days. generalizes from these meager data. against ii
in 1909; cotton seed oil
Copies furnished of records on file
used largely for food purposes) 13 ARTHTJF SELIGMAN. Secretary.
The Statehood Special Train would Hugo has not been taken as seriously
In the TJ. S. Surveyo" General's Offlc
be one of the means of arousing the by space writers as he wished and nV'V,i"on, against 19
million in the
nKSnflxr!
.
lT.m
tr voor- -,
New Meslco
l
i.l. Uue cuiiuemus
il..
Nation to the injustice sought to be luiuiwiiu
ri-uulSanta Fe Commander y No Santa Fe,
me enure i..:l.
nc auic vhclij
iriufc
9
fo0(i Purposes)
million,
.gfja- 1, K. T. Regular conclavi
perpetrated and would place upon as inaccurate and even worse, s
million in 1909; and
( fourth
the ground at Washington, New Mex- bricators and liars. The press
against 16
Monday in each
PROBERT & COMPANY
ico's leading men who would have the admit that there
month at Mnonic Hall at
of the fresh beef G million, against 9
Investments
7:30 p, m.
ear of the great majority of Congress
who are
such as one! lion in the Preceding year. Nearly
Lands,
Bonds & 8tock.
Mines,
and of the President.
finds occasionjiJfiy among scientists, an omer articles inciuaea in tne
CHAS. T. WHEELON, E. C.
Money Loaned for Investors,
the Arizona Republican views the! or such as ,the Doctor Cooks along class "Meat and dairy products" also W. E. ORIFFIN, Recorder.
We have for sale general stocks of
situation more hopefully for New the fringeof the scientific world, but show a reduction in value of exports
and in many cases a greater reduction
Mexico but it is a little further from! as a whoe, the press seeks to be
Merchandise,
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1 other BusinessRetail Lumber Tard and
in quantities than is indicated by the
and its editorial was curatey seeks to do justice and
Opportunities through14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted out Taos
before yesterday and before penilrs much
and
much figures of values. The few articles Scottish Rite of Fiee
county.
money
meets
Masonry
the secret opposition was discovered. tlvought in securing the news as it of manufacture which show a decline
Bank References Furnished.
on the third Monday of each month
it says:
Jnappens and in commenting upon itin val,le oi exports in 1910 compared at 7:30 o'clock in the
. . . .
Taos
la
New Mxtco
evening
WItn
are
"The constitution proposed for X'c'w intelligently. It realizes its own
copper, which with a
"m
Masonic
Plaza.
south
of
side
Hall,
f
million dollars;
Mexico was ratified by the peo,le of short comings and its imperfections ivV ol about
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor-- I
'
DR. C. M. RILEY.
that territory on Saturday
im- and there is no editor, worthy of the illuminating oil, a reduction of about
dially invited to attend.
cotton
rea
and
million;
much:12
cloths,
mense majority.
Veterinary Physician and Surgeon
Ratification was name, who could not point out
in
Graduate of McKillep's
confident!!- - expected by ajjf observers more logically and convincingly thelluction of .about 3 million
veterinary
Venerable Master
of the campaign, iJthouh the size of weak snots in the daily naners of to- "nen compared with 19U9.
college of Chicago.
F.
HENRY
32,
STEPHENS,
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
the majority may beSOmewhat snr- - day That Hugo Muensterberg has! The fiSurPS thus far received indi-- j
Secretary.
f food-- !
heicate that tne total va,lle
Dentistry a Specialty.
prising m view ot A"he stron
organ- - been misquoted, or quoted' when
exported in 1910 will be about,
Office: Chars. Closson's Barn.
lzed opposition
'the Prohibitionists did not speak, is perhaps, true, but;s,"rfs
343
B.
miHin dollars against 400 million'
P. O. C.
Day Phone, Black 9.
and a majority f the Democratic,. par- he has himselt to blame, for newspa-- i
vm- w? million in 1908, 535 mil-Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E,
ty. For quite different reasons' the per renorters mav see thines from aiin in 1907
Night Phone, Main 184
and 521 million in 1906 holds its regular session on the secdifferent angle than he does.
uut oi town calls promptly an
Democrats and the Prohibitionists
tnnt
eacfc
fourth
an(i
and
ot
tne
ond
of
manufactures
va,l,e
Wednesday
is an exact science yet three as-swered.
ratification, but their combined nomy
tronomers looking at Mars through win. ,,e abol,t S2J million dollars, month, v .olting brothers are Invited
opposition did not muster more than
A. J. FISCHER,
million in 1H09; 681 mil-- ! md welcome.
the same telescope, would in all
o the total vote.
BLANKS
J- - D- - SENA,
Exaltei Ruler.
ac- lion in 1908, and 766 million in 1907,
each write a different
babilit',
"It would have been astonishing, count of what each saw or
the former high record year.
Secretary.
thought
indeed, if the constitution had failed he saw.
Printed and foi sale by New Mexl
of ratification. In the later istory
MODEST REQUESTS.
F. W. FARMER.
ean Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
of the United States there is not an
A good advice to politicians and to
Mez.
Homestead No. 2879.
THE PEOPLE WILL RULE.
instance of popular rejection of a procommunities at this time seems to
sheet.
Butchers' Bond.
The Republican
set
must
Brotherhood
of American Yeoman
party
be. "Do not be modest in askine what!
posed constitution. The people of its face to the future. A
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of LI
!Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays,
party you want. The more
a territory are generally so anxious
you ask, the
sheet.
that lives on the past will not survive.
censes,
Delgado's Hall.
from statehood that they are willing The
are
to be Siven- The
New Mexico of today is not
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
Blanks.
Spanish
tha
to accept any sort of a constitution New Mexico of
or
milk
to
is
be
P
s,
twenty years ago. The!bahy
Auto de Arresto.
pliego.
Cor.
Sec.
Mrs.
Farmer.
Daisy
which will take them into the union
tne tvoy
least,
people at heart are progressive, and owicu jnoi.
Auto de Prislon, 4 pliego.
American
to
seems
of states. Congress evidently failed in the
Spanish
think
bo,
scheme of things it is for it
Declaration Jurada, 4 pliego.
The New Mexican printing com
to give sufficient weight to this fact only thelasting
things that are right, the "As says:
Certlficado de Nombramiento,
soon as the constitutional elec pany has prepared civil and criminal
when the enabling acts for the two issues that conform with the eternal
territories were passed. It was quite laws of progress and of evolution, the tion is over we will hear and read dockets especially for the use of Jus- - pliego.
01 tae Peace. They are especial
Fianza Oflcial,
pliego.
useless to provide, as congress did, measures that put government nearer about the aspirants for the newi"0-6Fianza Oficlal y Juramento,
that the people of either territory to the people, place it entirely in their state, county and precinct nomina- ly ruled, with printed headings, in
tions for both the Republican
and either Spanish or English, made of pliego.
might reject the first constitution pro- hands, will survive. The people of
Fianza para Guardaj la Paz,
good record paper, 6trongly and durDemocratic parties.
posed and still gain statehood by the United States have been slowly
"Our end of the eountv Is and ably bound, wdth leather back and pligeo.
i.onstitufion
rati
and
another
but
framing
inevitably evolving a government should be
Formula de Enumeraclon.
pliego.
entitled to one state repre-- ! covers and canvas sides, hall full
fying it. The popular impulse is to not only for the people but by the
m front and the fees of Justices
los Directores y Pre
lndex
entre
Contrato
two
one:
sentative,
officials:
county
And people, and any one faction, or any
accept the first chance offered.
and another!01 the peace and constables printed ceptors, 2 pliego.
no doubt the situation in both terri party, that throws itself in the way to county commissioner,
such position as county clerk or su- - In full on the first page. The pages Camlnos, 25c.
some
to
been
evolution
this
will
tories has
stop
complicated
disappear as perintendent of schools.
are 10 2x6 inches. These hooks are
LIbros de Recibo de Capltaclon, 50
extent by the failure of many people the snow is licked up by the New
made up in civil and criminal dockets, en un libro, 25c.
"This end of the cotinty has
32 pages each,
to understand that rejection of the Mexico sun. The New Mexican does
or with
Notlcia de Asesores de Asesamento
of the total
and separate of
first constitution proposed would not not like some of the methods of the also represents aboutpopulation - of both civil and criminal bound in one 100 en un libro. 75c.
"imperil statehood in any way that socalled Progressives, does not like the total taxable wealth of the coun- book, 80 pases civil and 320 pages
pliego.
Contrato de Combustible.
the delegates of the first convention many of its men, does not believe in ty, and for that reason we are justly criminal. To introduce them they ate
Documento Sin Garantia.
pliego.
of
some
have
their
but
doctrines,
at
they
offered
to
the following prices
reassemble,
would be compelled
sheet.
and fairly entitled to that number
Option,
Reseized
of
the
kernel
truth
the
and
I2.7E
frame another set of ordinances and
of officials. We will also have to vote Civil or Criminal
Notas Obllgaciones, 25c por 69.
Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00
submit their work again to the elec- publican party of New Mexico must for a justice of the peace and
Libros Certlficados de Bonos, $1.
be progressive. It cannot stand still
For 45 cents additional for a single
tors.
LIbros de Reclbos Supervisors de
will not deny the people the full
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
"At any rate, New Mexico promptly and
Libros de Elecclon de Directores
of
is
that
sent
he
will
combination
portion
docket, they
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paglnas, 20c, 30c
Times have changed as to the rap
jumped at the first opportunity to their's
by divine right. If there ever
by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
ratify a constitution, just as Arizona was a divine right it is that, and the idity with which news of an election full must accompany order. State y 40c.
is Teceived. The New' Mexican on
Applicacion por Llcencla a Matriwill doubtless do on the 9th of next
people once awakened to it, will not
plainly whether English or Spanish monio,
pliego.
at
month.
evening
eight o'clock,
is wanted.
rest until they exercise it, no matter Saturday
4
Certlficado de Muerte,
pliego.
two hours after the polls had closed, printed heading
"There is this difference in the what blunders
commit
may
they
Certlficado de Naclmento,
pliego.
a
bulletin
status of the two territories just now, while
that
constituposted
the
ot
a
need
good,
Every family has
struggling for it or when first tion has been
Fallecimentos
de
7
Registration
mahowever. New Mexico has adopted
17,000
approved by
reliable liniment. Bor sprains, brui
exercising it after they have attained
a constitution which assuredly will It
jority, and sent it to the Associated ses, soreness of the muscles and rhe- Muertes, 25c.
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal y
at WashingPress to he heralded over the world. umatic pains there is none better
be promptly approved
Civil, M.
This
afternoon
the
hovstill
ton; Arizona is likely to approve a
majority
The New Mexican is pleased to
than Chamberlain's. For sale by all
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
constitution which in all probability note that the Albuquerque Tribune-Citize- ers around the 17,800 figure. It was dealers.
1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a volNob.
at
different
In
an
Washingold Santa
will be promptly rejected
years ago.
accepts the result of the elec3 to 12 Inclusive, $3.30 each;
ume:
ton.
tion without
and prom- Fe mercantile account book recently
Money's Digest of New Mexico Re"There is humor in the situation
ises to work with the other newspa- obtained by the Historical Society.
$6.50. Postage 25c.
full
sheet,
ports.
item
Is
the
numthe
had
Arizona
a
Mexico.
following
for New
among
pers to assure speedy statehood. It
Retail Liquor License. 50 in book,
laugh on her sister territory when, a makes no further charges of fraud ber of notes at the end of the hooks:
$3.00.
few years ago, we voted down an of- or intimidation and comments upon "January 20, 1856. Mr. Polk has been
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
fer of congress to admit us with New the result philosophically, or as the elected President. The news arrived
25c each.
reSanta
a
Fe
at
was
ENGKAVER?-rRlNTERletter
The
by
?
state.
street
today
would have it, like "a good
Mexico as one
joke
Notification of Chanee la Assess
ceived by Mr. Scolly." In these days,
on New Mexico, because the people of sport."
ment by Assessor, 100 In Book. $3.75,
two months and a half would seem
Arizona had turned up their noses at
General License, 60 in Book, $3.00.
Ah, It looks good to see in the big a good while to wait for news of such
the New Mexicans as undesirable asAssessor's
Notice of Assessment,
state.
of
a
headlines
of
New
the
Mexico papers, Importance.
sociates in the government
100
Book.
75c
in
in"Santa Fe Leads In the Majority for
In a somewhat chesty manner we
Superintendent's Warrant,
County
is
of
real
shouldn't
(Bernalillo
And
the
Constitution."
our
county
proud
to
witness
why
world
vited the
60 in Book, 35c
fact that two out of every three
spirit our preference to Santa Fe lead in other things if Its the
.MX I1JI
Poll Tax Receipt. 60 to Book, 25c.
mi
Hi'
voters
voted
for
the
hut
and
of
Instead
stick
constitution,
together
"remain a territory forever rather people
Poll Books for City Election,
of
one
Santa Fe, county where
what
than go into the Union hooked up fighting each other would fight for of
60c.
pages,
Voted
for
statehood?
every
other.
each,
eight
was
mankind
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Charity.

R. J. PALES, President.

JANUARY 25, 1911.

imwucs b.-

$150,000
80.000

.

Transacts a general banking business in all Its branche.
Leans money on the most favarable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks In all markets for its customer.
Buys and ol'i
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized werld on as libera terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' er yars: time. Libera
advances made on consignments f livestock anj products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line.
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank
ing. Safety deposit boxes for ret. The patronage of tbe
oublic is respecfully solicited- -
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PAL ACF HOTEL
VAUGHN PROP.

WU-LIA-

One of

the Best Hotels

ROOMS

in

the West

IS 8UITK WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

I

Large Sample!

Room for Commercial Travelers

J

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Th Clair Hetel
HAS A ROOM FOR YOU.'
WHEN IN TOWN GIVE US A CALL.
It is centrally located on the
FREE SAMPLE ROOM.
plaza Steam heated with hot
and cold water and a bath can
be had when wanted.
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
THE ENTERTAIMENT OF
GUESTS.

Prices European Plan, $1.00 Up
J C. DIGKE0, Proprietor.

one-hal-

b'an

MONTEZUIM HOTELS

-

X

1

-

Astro-!1'01-

one-thir- d

'

!

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

1-- 2

C0R0N ADO HOTEL

2

the!''6

mf?

1--4

1--4

'

2

ONE OF THE BEST SHORT ORDER
CUISINE

RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOLD BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
RATES 6O0 to
Every Room
LUPE
6.
HERRERA, Prop.
1,00 per day
a Good One.

1--2

1-- 2

1--2

124126
Montezuma Ave.

Capital Hotel
TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS

one-eight- h

one-fourt-

2

1--2

1--2

2

1--

1-- 4

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capitoi

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
ROOM-G- ocd

Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
KENNEDY.
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C.

Santa Fe, N. M

ells Fargo A P cmnfln
Express

General Express Forwarders
TO

fault-findin- g

WILLIAMJON
HAFFNBRCQ

'

A

lore?

111

Farts of the World.
Wells

Fargo
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing
TRAVELERS'
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS,
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable, Throughout the United States. Canada, Mex
and all Foreigr Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D. BARNES. Apent

WEDNESDAY,

TI1E SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

JANUARY 25, 1911.

JMraWM.S.

.UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL 50,000.00
Does a General Banking

Business

PERSONAL MENTION.

HELPING THE BLIND.

I

I

MP,,,ra,
g..

,

'mow with gren

. CHflOHICULCERS

;,s he held
":B
a tin cup toward the la,.--, of
.ple is- Edward Otero is a visitor from the suing from the I'men ,i...,,t Uist eve-Du- lj
.
City.
ning. "I always ht-!tj,: Mintl," said
Edwin W. Kerr, of Waskingron, D. one of two yuni-- ' '""n wi.o were pass-C- ,
inS. and be stowed ""'1 took out a
is at the Palace.
l nve-aona- r
0111; ea:i you prt a quarter
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Duvall of Clay
out of this?" "I gu".-- s ho," said the
ton are at the

wra,ISC

PAGE FIVE

M.

You Cant Be Happy
If Your Feet Hurt.

INDICATE BAD BLOOD

Where the blood is pure any wound
or laceration of the ik-sheals "l y
first i titcntion . ' ' This true K cause
to
nature has provided a cun.stitui.-nthe circulation known as Plasma,
which joins and hoi Is the place toblind man, fishing out a handful of
until the Circs and tissues can
change and counting out 51.75. "Well, gether
knit and interweave.
John," said the benevolent young permanently
man's companion, as they walked on, Whenever the ulcer laconics chronic
of
it is because this
"you're a bigger foul than I took you the blood has been healing quality
some
by
impaired
to be." "Am I?" said John, "Yes, you
in the circulation, and the
are; that fellow's no more blind than impurity
remains open, infecting all surI am. How could ho tell that was a place
bill?" "Minuted if I know," rounding flesh, until the character of
is changed. No sore
said John, Innoctctly; "1,111 lie must the circulation
where the blood is bad ; beheal
can
i
be mighty
not to see that
cause the morbid impurities on which
it was a counterfeit."
it thrivis are constantly deposited
into it by the burdened circulation.
A Natural Mistake.
Cleanse the blood and the sore will
"How Is the foreign nobleman get- heal of its own accord, because then
ting along whom you are teaching its very source and foundation will
English?"
have been destroyed. S. S. S. cures
"Fairly well, except that he always ' Chronic Ulcers of every kind for the
his
prepositions."
misplaces
one K,eat reason that it thoroughly
"How for instance?"
purifies the blood. It goes into the
"He told me the other day he in- - rirrnlation and removes mwv T.nrtil
tended to marry the daughter of a
oi intectious or
rich pork packer, and then after a
morbid matter.
in
were
Europe they
honeymoon trip
enriches the corold!
to
live
with the
coming back
puscles, and asman.
sists nature in
"That was right, wasn't it?"
the formation of
"No; to be correct, he should have
the necessary
said on the old man."
plasuiic qualities
of this vital fluid.
Still Knocking.
No matter from
to
The
John.
Stubb
Just
Mrs.
think,
what source th impurities of the
great polar explorer states that there Moo;1 came s s s will remove tletn
are spots up In the far north where it Book on Sores and Ulcers and
any
would be Impossible to open your medical advice free to all who write.
mouth without freezing to death.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta, Cn.

Dr. Reeds cushioned soled shoes for men will cure
all you foot trouble Feels like a kid glove ar d y u' will
never notice that you have on a new pair of shoes.
One price everywhere. $5 CO.

t

Montezuma Hotel.
Attorney E. W. Dobson of Albuquer
Thece!-hrtenoliee h o . ?t
Your Patronage Solicited
.
que is at the .Montezuma Hotel.
HADE t O t3 ZY
Ira T. Eaton a well known businessBox!
cork
extension
sole,
man of Chicago, is at the .Montezuma.!
Dr. L. H. Chamberlain, a prominent
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President
H. F. STEFHENS. Cashier,
Calf Bal. comfortable
Mason of Albuquerque, is a visitor in
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Caseier
the city.
"Mrs. Gladys Kelly came down
from'Santa Fe this morning." Estan-ci- a
Herald.
Real Estate
Surety Bonds
John Franklin, an attorupy of El
Paso, is in Santa Fe on important
t railroad
and legal matters.
The old
!
especially wide and soft toe, vie
Attorney Francis E. Wood, member
FURNISHED AND UN.FUR
j of
the constitutional convention, Is
kid blucher, made for comfort and lasting qualities,
MODERN RESIDENCES AND STORE
in Santa Fe on legal business.
Just what yo have been looking for. A spltndld
BUILDINGS,
Mrs. 15. F. Morris of Santa Cruz
value at $4.00.
is visiting Mrs, Leo Hersch at her
CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PROhome on Washington Avenue.
Peters Diamonds Special
PERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA RANEarl W. Cranston, former United
CHES AND LARGE
States district attorney of Denver,
dress shoe for old or young
is in Santa Fe on irrigation matters.
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
Maloon Luna, G. Luna, Juan Baca.
IN THE PECOS VALLEY
men. Vici Kid Bal Webster
Hilario Aguilar and Mateo Lujan, all
Isst.
sold. A shoe
of El Pino, are at the Coronado hotel.
C- Joseph B. Warner, .1. A. Dolan, J. H.
(C. A BISHOP.)
will make the boys ask where
Hughes, R. H. .Tune, 11. S. Hall and
Phone. Red Ho. 189
19 San Francisco St.
A. M. Emerson, all of Denver, are
Sells for five
you got it.
at the Palace
W. D. Shea, traveling passenger
dollars anywhere but we only
agent of the Denver and Rio Grande
Coto
the San Luis Valley,
has gone
ask you $4.50.
be comfortable?
lorado, on business. He expects to
T
1
return by Saturday.
t V our Furniture Will Make You So
f
Territorial Coal Oil Inspector
Mr. Stubb
Ah, now I understand,
Martinez,
delegate in the Maria.
WE DOFF OUR HATS.
OTHER BRANDS FROM $2.00 TO $3 00
constitutional convention from Taos
Mrs. Stubb Understand what?
Bedof
To Our New Friends
county, is here on official business.;
THAT WILL GIVE YOU PERFECT SAMr. Stubb Why it is that women
And render thanks to the source of
Mr. Martinez was a valiant fighter never
Rugs,
:
to discover the north pole. the introduction.
AND
:
:
try
TISFACTION
for the constitution in his county.
We also have some Paints, calsomine and other
A
letter:
sample
"Born to Mr. and Mr. John Collier;
OUR LADIES SHOES ARE THE NFW-ESWhere He Was Slow.
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,
last night a fine girl baby. That to-things useful to make the House Beautiful.
PER-FEC- T
"I fear that he is a very fast young
Battle Creek, Mich.
SNAPPIEST, BEST WEARING
gether with statehood, it is said, has man."
Gentlemen:
FITTING AND MOST
unbalanced John and his friends are
"You are wrong, he is the slowest
"I am a reader of tho Santa Fe
Akers-Wape- r
caring for him until such time as it is young man I have ever known."
IN
CITY.
THE
New Mexican and I notice they give
safe to turn him loose." Estancia
"I am glad to hear you say that; he
a great deal of criticsm of late.
Daily Herald.
Is paying attention to my daughter you
EXPERT EMBALMERS & FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
"When they first began to criticise
Mrs. R. H.
who and I confess I was worried. You
interested
you I became somewhat
was brought up in Kentucky and was know him well?"
and began to wonder
what your
a noted belle in New York society,; "I'm his tailor."
.SANTA FE, N. M.
Grape-Nut- s
THE PRICE MAKER.
breakfast food was like,
arrived in the city touay to visit Mrs.
as
of
and
the
best
my curiosity got
W. Bayard Cutting. Mrs. Ferguson!
DON'T Y'KNOW!
Real Estate
Collections.
Insurance
me, I bought a package and I liked it
is the wife of the well known Rough'
so well have used several packages.
Rider who now is at Silver City for;
And to my surprise I find I am gainhis health.
ing in weight and feeling fine.
Hugo Seaberg, the well known bu-- ;
I have
"Since using Grape-Nut- s
siness man and lawyer of Raton is
talked with several people
at the Palace. He has Just acquired
about
I do, that
9S,Ono acres from the Santa Fe rail-- ;
them and they all think
road In Curry county which he will
they are the best breakfast food on
line in the City
and we still
colonize and on which he will sink
the market fbday.
artesian wells and construct irriga-- j
"So in this case a knock Is a boost
of Toys and Fancy Goods
tion works.
.
with those who use Grape-Nuts.- "
For rates and information call on or address
"General B. J. Vlljoen, of Boer war
FOR NEW YEAR PRESENTS
Respectfully,
fame, is in the city the guest of J. D.
W. G. Payne.
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
nana, uenerai vujoen Is now a res-- ;
Fairbury, 111., Box 621.
Everything at bottom prices. Everybody
ident of the Mesilla valley and
a'
A goodly collection of this sort are
is invited to call and examine them.
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty & Insurance Agency.
In
great booster for New Mexico.
coming in daily for which we are duly
conother
is
with
he
company
Boers,
Room No. 19, Catron Block, Santa Fe, N. M.
grateful.
templating the location of a colony of
"There's a Reason."
his people In San Miguel county near
Postura Cereal Company, Ltd.
Los Alamos." Las Vegas Optic.
Battle Creek, Mich.
"E. H. Salazar, receiver for the U.
S. government land office at Fort
LOOK FOR. THE BEE HIVE
On the package when you buy Fo
Sumner, Is here for a short visit with
his family and to make the acquain- ley's Honey and Tar for coughs and
tance of his little son, who was born
it
colds. None genuine without the Bee
I Hivi.
TsfeftaM 34 iS ts4 him
He Talking about Shackleton,
a week ago. His son, Luciano Sala-- '
Remember the name, Foley's
your order ich.usd
zar, who is attending school in Santa weally can't understand whai a feller Honey and Tar and reject any substiout-- tute.
Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
Fe, is here for a visit to his parents. should go pottering about in such
!l
Mr. Salazar's family will not remove landish places. Ai don't s'pose the
Tke Wtw1ig r toggmteA to
thirsty m aotnMhiax
eool tad tarrtin
to Fort Sumner to join him until the theaters and music halls are a bit
bettah
are
heah
there
than
KE2
they
close of school." Las Vegas Daily
jj
ALE, WtLO CHKRRY, LCWON 800A, I0O GMZW,
what!
Optic.
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
Father Migeon, late assistant at
TABLE MIKES AL WATERS.
t
Our. Wilbur.
the Cathedral, at the time of Arch-- 1
RED
130
'
da1h&oht
Wilbur, flying fastest,
AVE
j
bishop Chapelle, is in town with sevTurning quickest, will not halt
eral people from Tularosa, of which:
AND SATISFACTORILY
Till he has trained his aeroplane
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY
DONE.
iE AJk Mafca mud from Altered veter.
HENRY It RICH.
To turn a somersault.
place he is the pastor.
Roosevelt will be at
Natural Inference.
Albuquerque on March 13, not Feb-- '
Swiss Cheese
The two women had. just been In- Imported
ruary 15, as the Albuquerque Journal
announced it.
Curry Is troduced.
Roqueford Cheese
"My husband and I," said the one,
Whenever you want an easy shave
arranging a banquet to be tendered
as
ever
As good
barbers
save,
The Ex-- "have been married nearly ten yeare, Edam Cheese
Roosevelt at Albuquerque.
Just call on me at my salon
President will make no other stops, and we have never had a quarrel."
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
"That's too bad," rejoined the other.
as he will be on his way to the dedi-- j
I'll suit the contour of your face,
Pineapple Cheese
CfT
cation of the Roosevelt Dam in Ari- - "Any woman deserted at the altar has
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
My shop is neat and .owelsare clean
my
sympathy."
zona.
Cheese
Camembert
i
And everything I think you'll And
To suit the taste and please the mind.
Will T. Owen, brother of Frank
Owen of this city and Mrs. Owen,
McClaren's Imperial Cheese
A Hard Life.
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
their mother, arrived from El Paso.j Irritated
Citizen
Aren't
you
Texas, last evening to attend the fun-- ; ashamed of yourself, going about with Pimento Cheese
eral of Mrs. Frank Owen which tookj that street organ, and leading such a
Fresh Potato Chips
place this afternoon.
lazy life?
O. K. BARBER SHOP
William Randolph Hearst, million-- !
Street Organist Lazy life? Why,
aire owner of a string of yellow sir, life with me is one long daily
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,N M
journals, passed Lamy on his way grind.t
Kansas Eggs
30c. Doz
from Los Angeles to New York.
American Druggists
Syndicat- eO. A.
the
Did His Best.
j Kansas Ranch
35c. Doz!
Eggs
Premium remedies are not patent me orator andLarrazolo,
Democratic
leader, who
Passerby Here, boy, your dog has
HACK
dicines, every premium remedy guar- has done such valiant work for the bitten me on the ankle.
50c. Doz
City Eggs
anteed as represented or your money constitution, will arrive in the city
Dog Owner Well, that's as high as
Prom
back. A. D. S. cough remedy and this evening to take part In the rati- he could reach. You wouldn't expect
a little
like him to bite your neck, Eggs from Cornell's Sanitary
TAOS
BOOK-GASE- S
BARRANCA
cold tablets are unexcelled, get them fication meeting to be held at 7:30 would pup Pearson's
Weekly.
yer?
Farm, every egg
m. at the court house.
Poultry
p.
Meets Both North South now, they cost no more than the
Mrs. Samuel Eldodt of Chamita,
STANDARD COLONIAL IDEAL
45c. Doz
guaranteed
inferior kind. Sold only by the Ca- Rio Arriba
Associated Profits.
Bounds Trains.
county, is a visitor in San
a
"Is
he
good player?"
ta Fe.
"ElasThree diiTerent and distinct types of
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol pital Pharmacy.
"Well, when he handles poker, you
the north hound train and arrive at
Rafael Herrera, of Espanola camo
Book-Cases
finish
dull
in
or
made
tic"
to see him shovel In the Primrose Butter none better
polish
quartered
Taos at 7 p. m.
down from his home yesterday to vis- just ought
csk cr real mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
made
35c. pound.
Ten miles shorter than any otheT
It his son, who Is attending the Paro-- money."
chlal school in this city. He left this
way. Good covered hack and good
the character of room you have chosen for a library. W e carJust as Well.
j
teams.
morning over the D. & R. G.
show that Japan has two
"Statistics
was
"Sol Luna of Los Lunas,
ry the goods in stock, whh plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
a day."
earthquakes
Comfortatl.
New Mexican Printing
He
Co., Sole
ft Co. among the arrivals yesterday.
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
"Gee, a man might as well be marSanta Fe, N. M.
will be joined today by Mrs. Luna, ried as to live In
Agents,
Japan!"
who will attend the Crumpacker Retomorrow.
theater
cital
Elks'
Tf you want anvfbln
on eartn trv
lnjhe
If you went anything on earth try
It you want anything on earth try
Albuquerque Journal.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
'
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For Rent
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For Sale

WATSON & COMPANY
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treated
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CALL The Fine
CALL
Brass
Display
and Parlor Suits. AND
steads,

SEE

T,

SEE

1

UP-TO-DA-
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Capital, on this ninth day of January, A. D., 1911.
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is
the
Sheridan, Penn.,
president and Fraternal Mystic Circle Number 6647,
75 cents.
Judge.
15 cents; 3
50 cente; 4
14,
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Res-weD. A R. Q. Ry.
a Foreign Corporation from Pennsyl Recorded April 29, 1895, 9:50 a. m.
general manager.
ADDHESS
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roe-weFOR TYPE 8PECIMENS
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
747 Mch. 1895, C. P. No. 3.
vania, and also, that I have compared
at 1:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
r
Violated City Ordinance C.
the following copy of the same, with Filed Apl. 4, 1895. C. B. R.
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
was fined $10 in police court the original thereof now on file, and
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
G. R. SCHAEFER.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
at Albuquerque
New Mexico Central Ry.
for violating the- - declare It to be a correct transcript State of Pennsylvania,
Care between Santa Fe and Torrance
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No. drainlayers' ordinance. Keppeler Is therefrom and of the whole thereof. City and County of Philadelphia s.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and 34 east and 83 south and west
alleged to have connected his prop
Given under my hand, and the - I, William S. Vare. Recorder of
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoArrive 8 p. m. with connection from erty with the sewer without first se Great Seal of the Territory of New Deeds, etc., In and for said City and
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard. No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west
curing a permit,
Mexico, at the city of Santa Fe, the County, do hereby certify that the

Si, Louis Rocky Ml, &

Pacific

Railway

Hotel Arrivals.

THAT

Company.
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ASK FOR TICKETS
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EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P.
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Colo. Springs and Pueblo
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J. W. STOCKARD, manager
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stations

throughout

the

j

territory.

Thomas Lyons paid the expenses of a

hydrographer
making
discharge
measurements and the salary of gage
observer on the Gila at Redrock station. A. J. Meloche of Raton, N. M.,
gave financial assistance in the installation and maintenance of an automatic gage for the station on the
Una de Gato. Messrs. J. D. Hand
and A. A. Jones are assisting financially in the Tecolitito station on the
up results from data collected from Pecos. E. H. Fischer
gave financial
stream flow
measurements.
Tho assisstance in the Installation of an
curve from which daily discharges automatic gage at Cowles on the
s
are derived and which are made from
River. E. H. Bickford
a series of discharge measurements on the Mimbres. The Santa Fe Waare sent to experts in Washington ter and Light company of Santa Fe
for approval before any of the daily on the Santa Fe Creek Station, etc.,
gage heights or automatic
gage etc.
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Stream Gauging an Important Portion
of the Work of Territorial
Engineer's Office.
The territory of New Mexico was
with
fortunate to secure
the Water Resources branch of the U.
S. Geological Survey In the measurement, calculation, etc., of the water
Bupply in this territory. The office
of the territorial engineer has established about thirty stations, collected

PAGE SEvXN

Besides
the
spent in this work.
above, private parties have aided materially in the maintenance of gaging

MEASURING THE FLOW OF
IH

-

...i.

i.

7

I

.

!.;

-;

'

!

Area Curve for Opening in Bridges.
to a

MANY

representative of the New Mexican that a fog Is a cloud close to
earth and therefore Santa Fe Just
now is in the clouds.
There seems no good reason why
a city with an altitude of over a mile
and a quarter should not get many
opportunities of close harmony with
clouds but Santa Fo has been remartc- -

BRIDGES
BUILT

ON

MODERN LINES

Terr itorial Engineer's Office Must Passon Plans and Will Make Sug-

the daily records, measured the flow
by current meter and the results
therefrom have been worked up by
the Denver office of the Geological
Survey under the immediate supervision of W. B. Freeman, district engineer, and the territorial engineer.

sheet
oiscHnRae cur
freceffo

rfOM

sheets are used for computation.
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Railway company has also contributed liberally to this office, making
an appropriation of ?1,000 annually
for stream measurement work. This
money has been donated to the ter- -

rmez )utomhtic gage,

roff various

gse

and

heights.

v5

The territory has installed thirteen
automatic gages of the Friez type on
the following streams: Canadian at
Logan; Cimarron at Ute Park; Gila
at Redrock; Mimbres at Fay wood;
Pecos at Cowles; Pecos at Tecoloti-to- ;
Rio Grande at Buckman; San
Juan at Bloomfield; Una de Gato at
Meloche's
at
ranch; Chico Rico
Raton; San Jose at Suanee; Rio

Mellili Tuiiljy

TRiply

ullDAy

sunoaY

saturcw

wrowesoAr

j

hcnoAY

the
bridges. Concrete
following
bridge across Gallinas River; connecting the old and new towns of
Las Vegas. This bridge was designed
by Mr. Morrison of Las Vegas and
constructed by the Missouri Valley
Bridge and Iron Co., of Leavenworth,
Kan., at a cost of $32,noo. Bridge
across the Rio Grande at Albuquer
que, one called the Barela and the!
other the Alameda bridge; one across
the Vermejo, one over the Red at Maxwell, Raton Creek at Raton, Pecos
at Carlsbad, over on the Penascoand
another over Eagle Draw.
These bridges are built by different
counties through their County Commissioners after submitting plans,
etc., to this Department for approval.
Help has been afforded by a detailed
from various
knowledge of run-of- t
areas by making necessary corrections in openings to allow for floods
and save the bridges from washing
away. Sufficient stress is not placed
on the highly torrential character of
the New Mexico streams by the de-

tamtrr

'KkIt"

Iriba

uah' Rio

SAN

!.Z'Hl

The Department has so far exami- ly read. These curves are also used
ned the plans, locations, contracts, for spillway capacities.
The necesetc., making necessary alterations and sity for large spillways In reservoirs
amendments and recommendations of in this Territory is very great
The territorial engineer solicits the
with parties Interested
in the development of particular enterprises, owing to the fact that the
money available is not more than
enough to cover the stations already
established.
It is desired in all cases,
if possible, to install automatic gages,
the territory buying same, to be held
the property of the territory and the
parties to pay traveling
expenses of hydrographers and salary
of gage observers.
As the sheet of
an automatic gage needs changing
once a week the expense of the observer feature which costs from three
i to five dollars per month.
Frequent
ly salaries of the observers are gratis
as at the Stephens Creek, and Cameron Creek Stations and various stations on the forest reserves.

If you want anynmig on
a New Mexican Want Ad.

-

gestions if Desired
Frlez Automatic Gage.

For LaGrlppe Coughs and Stuffy Colds
Take Foley's Honey and Tar. It
gives quick relief and expels the cold
from your system.
It contains no
Sold at
opiates, is safe and sure.
Capital Pharmacy.

j

The floods of September, 1904, give
a good idea of the magnitude of these
floods. Two or thiee dams in this
Territory suffered very materially in
not being able to cope with the immense bodies of water coming down
the canons after heavy rains. In examining plans and specifications of
dams in water right applications the
enlargeengineer makes frequent
ments of spillways, and specifies
foundations to be on solid rock.
After careful work on the figures
shown by the above curves same was
submitted to the engineers of the A.
T. & S. F. F. Ry. Co., who have had
considerable experience in New Mexico in building curverts and bridges
for railroad use. The curves were
pronounced to be satisfactory.
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"LONDON FINE TWIST"
TO OUR

CLIMATE,

Map of New Mexico Showing Location of Gaging Stations.
"Fog Is a Cloud Close to Earth" Says'
Weather Expert, But it Reminds
signers or contractors.
One of "Deah"' Old London.
ably free from visits of this member
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The cut on this page repreof the Cloud Family.
sents a good plan for a reinforced
What is wrong with this climate?
It was foggy or
earth Department of the Interior,
concrete bridge which could be fol That is the question being asked by this morning as well as yesterday
United States Land Office.
lowed in bridge building by making those who do not remember that though a short time before noon Mr.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 13, 1911.
Cloud left Santa Fe yesterday, probNotice is hereby given that the folloably to go to dinner. Yesterday was
claimant has filed nowarmer than usual, from 26 to 48 de- wing-named
grees and the average relative hu- tice of his intention to make final
midity was 90 per cent. The lowest proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (20 Stats., S54), as amended
by the act of February 21, 189S,' (27,
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ.
S. Ct.. Commissioner at Cuba, N. M.,
on March 10, 1911, viz.: Frank E.
Sturges, of Albuquerque, X. M., for
the N
SE
SE
NE
SE
of Sec. 10, W
and NE
NW
of SW
NW
NE
SW
W
SE
NW
E
and SW
SW
of NW
of Sec. 11 T.
20 N R. 1 v., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
, ,
Mn --mum-.
possession of said tract for twenty
,
years preceding the survey of the
Bristol Automatic Gage.
township, viz.:
E. A. Miera, V. S. Miera, Juan Jose
Salazar all of Cuba, N. M.
temperature last night was 28 deAny person who desires to protest
grees and the precipitation for the against the allowance of said
proot
24 hours ending at 6
o'clock this or who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations
morning was 0.02 of an inch of rain.
the Interior Department why such
The temperature at 6 o'clock this
Bridge at Santa Fe.
proof should not be allowed will be
morning was 35 degrees and those given an opportunity at the
who ventured out early thought a
time and place to
necessary changes for local condi- about five years ago Santa Fe had a
the witnesses of said claimant,
rain held the city in its
'drizzling
tions and needs.
touch of this foggy complaint. Those;
pnd to offer evidence in rebuttal of
Cut shown herewith gives a curve who have been abroad say that the grip' But u was BimP,5r the 8entIe that submitted by claimant.
of
Mr.
Cloud again.
worked up by this department for (Ancient and Venerable ViDe
now handclasp
MANTEL R. OTERO,
apertures in bridge and culverts acthem, climatically, of "deah haps he intends to make a real fash-olRegister.
lionable English "week end visit" now
London, dontcherknow!"
cording to drainage area above location. One portion of the curve is
What is this fog, anyway? Weather, eh able to forcibly resent his
If you want anything on earn try
Charles E. Linney explained ence.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
enlarged for culverts to make it easi- cloud-close-t-
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Automatic Gage Sheet and Discharge Curve Showing How Records

Are

Colle cted.

The territory has been favored with
this expert assistance as the men
employed by that branch of the government service have had many years
of training and experience and probably stand as authorities in working

f

fffli,,,

c

rltorial engineer's funds made up of
$2,500 appropriated annually by the
38th legislative assembly to which
the United States Geological Survey
,has contributed $2,500 more, making
a permanent fund of $6,000 to he

above-mentione- d

Puerco at Rio Puerco; Rio Puerco at
La Joya, and has found the results
secured In this manner to be absolute. The gages or registers are the
only means of getting records absolute, owing to the torrential character of our streams.

e

d

pres-Expe- rt

,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal.)
(014569
Pecos National Forest.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

January

17, 1911.

Act, June 11, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that William
Dalton, Pecos, N. M., who, on November 25, 1910, made homestead entry
No. 014569, for N
SE
NW
N
SE 4 NW
and NE
SE
SW 4 NW
of Section
SE
32, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make final five year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register and Receiver, U. S. land office at Santa Fe,
N. M., on the 15th day of March, 1911.
4

2

1-- 2

4
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1-- 4

1--
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Claimant names as witnesses:
J. R. Dalton, Ben Dalton, Henry
vera, and Cristino Rivera, all of

:

.

j ,L,
-

'rcflrr

1

:iii-..- In
'

I

RiPe-

cos, N . M.
-

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Pecos River Bridge, Carlsbad, N.

M.

Register.
If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

"

'

Plans of a Concrete Bridge.
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M.

States knows little about it, while BUSINESS
Great Britian last year took $230,000,-000

no.

Andrews Cash

4

n0.4

Grocery and Bakery
w

Sugar

$!.00

16
-

Sweet Potatoes 4lb
Frash Tomatoes lib

35c

25c

Fresh Eggs

20c

"Merritts Best" Butter 2ib. for

Oranges

20c. to 60c.

Lemons

Dz.

30c

Smelt per

35c

Sausages

Dz.

SI

lbs for

Dz.

Large Bananas

00

Dz.

65c

20c and 25c

Fish per lb.

25c

lb.

MINOR

CITY

TOPICS

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25, 1911.
SECTION OF WINKEL-MAN- ,
ARIZONA, DESTROYED.

from Argentina
That country is richer than Fire Sweeps Bank and Eleven Other
alone.
- Buildings of Small
Town on
the United States, it has a population
Santa Fe.
of seven millions, of which 1,500,000
Denver,
Colo., Jan. 23.
rre in the capital city, and the foreign
The forecast is cloudy with
Phoenix, Art., Jan. 25. Word was
trade last year was $700,000,000."
received from Winkleman early today
local rain tonight or Thursthat fire had destroyed twelve buildday; warmer in southeast
BY CHURCHES.
ings, among them the bank of Winkleman. As the town Is small, the
(Continued From Page One.)
You will find lamps and lanterns
buildings burned are believed here to
have embraced a large part of the
for dark nights at GOEBELS.
logetic value and its spiritual power.
business section.
Saved by a Divine Providence A He said:
beautiful child story.
or car windout
"Tourists
looking
Merrits Best Butter 2 pounds for ows on a small town having two
HIS ONLY SALVATION.
Gic.
churches inquire, why it this waste!
Fresh Eggs per dozen Siic.
to
of the ointment? It is a pity
The polar explorer faced his vast
Sweet Potatoes 4 pounds for 25.
waste ointment, but for every case audience and recited the tales of his
Bananas (large) dozen 35c.
1
of wasteful overlapping out west
hardships.
7 Bars Diamond "C" soap 25c.
will give you a half dozen of far more
"And at one time, my friends," he
P. ANDREWS.
cast.
down
wasteful
with dramatic realism, "the
overlapping
related,
Disturbed
Gospel Meeting L. F.
"It is a pity there should be two mercury dropped down to 60 below
Small was arrested at Albuquerque on
little churches in a town of three zero and I found myself freezing as
charge of disturbing a religious meet- hundred each drawing a few hundred solid as an iceberg. Then came a
ing. The complaint, charging Small dollars a year from home mission happy thought that saved my life."
i
with the offense, was made out by A. treasuries. But what about enureues
"What was it?" cried the audience,
D. Ogle and L. R. Chamberlain.
ci- unable to keep quiet in their enthusithe
in
great
each
other
Social Club Meeting All those in-- crowdingan
ties at
outlay of a hundred thou- asm.
terested in the matter of the Santa dinrl rlnllalra
a voain
"Why, I had my faithful Eskimo
crowding till
Fe Social Club are asked to attend, f.
errnduallv crowd each other off bring me the picture of my rival. After
the meeting at the Commercial Clubjthe
amJ then leave it ,.hurchless gazing at it for a few seconds my
blood boiled and I felt hotter than a
room on Thursday evening at eight and
hopeless.
radiator. Nor was this all. By placing
'clock"There stands New York in the bad
in front of me on the sled
Remember, it Is at the Elks. "A eminence 0f wast8 0f money beyond the picture
to disGambler of the West." Don't miss it. any otner nome mjssi,m field I know I found it made me hot enough
pense with my birdskin shirt."
f
overAre You Interested in Saving
western
n
Let
talk of
ney on your household expenses? If iappjng as long as the ecclesiastical
An Expert.
you are, just read the prices quoted historv of New York and other enpit- "You wish a position as chef?" inon the good things to eat in F. An- - als j3 remembered.
terrogated the hotel man. "Had much
drews advertisement in this issue.;
dcal ollc,tion- :- experience?"
for fh
to
satisfy your appetite whRt can ederatlon do for home mis- Everything
"I should sav bo. boas." responded
aim pucitet book anu ne sonciis your elnno? Tt onil it rill A
llUlV .1.
!,.... .I,- - f., ,, r.tA Inn.
ndardVe
standing order for fish and poultry;
for
n
"1
to
federation to climb to the top of the arctIc expedition."
Change of Program At the. Elks, wordi to see and interpret the inter
"indeed! And what is your special-"Save- d
by a Divine
Providence," pay ot moral and spiritual forces. It ' ty?"
"The Police Force of New' York " "A ought to be a spiritual clearing-hous"Why, I know how to prepare boots
Gambler of the West."
and in 20 different ways."
whence values are distributed,
One of those nice lake trout for standards are erected.
your Friday dinner; a fine turkey, a
"As to home missions, federation!
just a Hint,
fat hen or a tender spring chicken should be able to say how it is relat-- j "Yes, mum," said the tall tramp as
for your Sunday dinner. Phone
ed to the city, to kindred reforms, to he tipped his faded straw hat, "dat is
! world
F. ANDREWS.
problems and to international such a nice lady in de brown bunga- r
Beavers Friday Night The Santa Policies. In a word what part does' low. She gave me an
this!
smoke."
for
in
God's
of
it
program
Dam
will
Fe
Beavers
play
be instituted
"But why should you stop to tell
at the Elks hall Frirtav nieht anrtl world?
uul11
wllu
ttslteu lUB
over 120 candidates will then be in
"And then what can home missions
mower
lawn
the
home';
B.
for
do
federation?
itiated.
E. Hockaday, representaTersely,
mum, I thought maybe you d
tive of the supreme dam has been missions must accept to the full the1
e dinner so I could enjoy de
very active here for the past fort- responsibility imposed, by the larger; moke.
It
connections.
and
wider
view
the
and
semet
has
with success in
night,
lecting candidates. Louis E. Valloft must live up to its standard value and
' Explaining the Dialect,
of New Orleans, is supreme president its responsibility must be local as!
"Isn't your dialect a little mixed?"
of the Independent Order of Beavers, well as large. Home mission fields
for asked the publisher,
an order which has a very large mem- must take local responsibility
"No" answered the confident
ideals. Federation at the
bership in the south and which is a federation
is a TJtonian form without federa- - thor. "You see, my hero is a man
social
and
fraternal
purely
who was born in New England, but
tion at the bottom
who moved to the south in an early
Elks Attention By mistake, the
age and afterward punched cattle in
postal card notices for this week's. MANY TEACHERS CERTIFICATES the far west. By giving him this his
tory I disarm criticism of his dialect."
meeting of the Elks are dated tomor-- '
Continued from Page one.)
row. The meeting is to be this evWOULD THE PUBLIC DOUBT IT.
ening, not tomorrow evening.
H A. Yoast, Cutter. First grade: Zel- Chase- -A
man giving
Sixty Mile
N.
R.
Wilson,
Roberts, Estancia;
the name of C. R. Thomas, and claim-- ;

...

1

Fresh

ST

Every Friday

mi

j

-

-

j
j
j

Bars Diamond "C" Soap

25

Dressed, Turkeys per lb.

30c

7

Dressed Hens per lb.

2lc

Ic I00 Bars Diamond "C" Soap S3.3c

Dressed Springs per lb,

2lc

6

Pinto Beans 3lb. for

25c

I00 Bars Pearl White Soap
3

--

Bars Pearl White Soap

25c
$3.85
25c

Give us your standing order

for fish and poultry.
Phone No. 4.
F. Andrews

Mo-'o-

M

Si

Dutch cleanser -

Phone No. 4.

There is Only One

dividends

in

Always remember the full name.
for thi3 signature on every boy

"

An Absolute Clearance Sale
Of the Entire Stock

(With0Ut

any

Resetio)

2

7189t); July
Corn

May
Oats May
Pork May
Lard May
Ribs May

450390,

.!vveed.
tt....
Torrance county Third
grade:
arrested at Millie
Estancia.
Rowe,
San
Juan
Farmington,
county. He
Union county First grade: Ralph
was caught by the Navajo Indian po-- l
lice after a 60 mile chase in a buggy Jones' Amlslau;
across the Navajo reservation. He ham'
waived examination on a charge of Valencia Third grade: Fred Baca,
horse theft, and was incarcerated in Belen; Telesforo Mirabal, San Ra- default of $3,000 bond. A girl of 17 fael.
years of age, giving the name of Jo- Supreme Court,
sephine Stewart, accompanied Tho-- i
The supreme court was again in
mas, but claims they were not mar- - session today, these being present:
rie(Chief Justice Pope. Associate Justices
Fever
Mechem,
Abbott,
Investigating
McFie, Parker,
Epidemic
Jose Abran Lujan, clerk of school di- Wright and Roberts, David J. Leahy,
rectors of Pojoaque, school district United States Attorney; Frank W.
number one, was in town this morn- - Clancy, attorney general; Deputy TJ.
ing on business with School Superin S. Marshal Chaves, and Jose D. Sena,
John V. Conway, in regard supreme court clerk,
to the fever epidemic now raging in
jhe court disposed of the follow-hi- s
district. He left for his home aft--'
jng:
er dinner, and was accompanied by
Case No. 1375. United States of
County Health Officer Doctor David America, et al, appellees; vs. R. E.
Knapp, who has been requested to in- Nix et al, appellants; on motion of
vestigate, and report conditions to appellants. The case was ordered
the county commissioners. The school docketed and the judgment of the
has been closed pending investiga- lower court sustained.
tion.
Case No. 1335. M. E.
Amuquerque,

nnnT
NHhl

inn

I. QhH

HACK SERVICE

SATISFACTION A8SUREDI

rnoDTrir'c u a rir

1

iwt? theodore
CORRIOK. Prop

poSfpriL Bodies and Saddle Horses

51
34

July
July
1835; July none.
977
July 967
980;July 962

AreConsidercdtobc
The Worlds finest
I

You

bulls

4525,

western steers

calves

450

cows 3250500.
10 lower, bulk

Hogs

I
1

56,
13000,

8.25.

i
I

N. Al., was

Hogs Receipts
five to ten lower.
mixed $7.607.85;

30,000.

Light
heavy

will ryever

fyow xow 5ood

western
five at
765770, heavy 765
770, packers butchers 760770, light
760770. Sheep 9b00, steady active.
Muttons 400460, lambs 550610,fed
wethers and yearlings 425560, fed
western ewes 400440.
Chicago Cattle
Receipts 23,000.
Market steady to sade lower. Beeves
Texas steers
$4.15
$4.757.00;
steers
5.30; western
$4.505.75;
Stickers eFeders, $3.705.70; cows
calves
heifers $2.506.10;
$7.25

875,

t,.i...

i,

,

ni

i

CROC0IATES

95
50
34

LIVESTOCK.

j

i
'

westerns

$4.256.25;

2

Kansas City, Jan. 25. Receipts-Ca- ttle
170O0
steady. Native steers
S25675, southern steers 500600,
southern cows 300475, native cows
heifers 325(?i625. stockers feeders

au-to- n

At Tremendous Reductions

lambs native
$4.756.20.

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis Wool unchanged; territory and western mediums 2123;
fine mediums 1719; fine 1213.

Sme

Dry Goods, Clothing and Furnishings

25c.

2

"hy,

of

COLO IK ORE OAT.

MONEY AND METALS.
When
a cough medicine for
New York, Jan. 25. Prime paper children buying
bear in mind that Chamber4 and
per cent.
lain's
is most effectfq 2
Call money steady 2
per ual forCough Remedy and
colds,
croup
whooping
cent.
cough and that it contains no harmsugar 115
Amalgamated fi3
Great
Northern ful drug. For sale Y? pll dealers.
Atchison 104
Pacific 126; New York Central 11;
Northern Pacific 118
Reading
154
Southern Pacific 118
Steel 77
Union Pacific 174
Steel Pfd 139.
New York, Jan. 25. Standard copper dull, s;iot March 121210.
Lead duH 440450.
Silver IS
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, Jan. 25. Wheat May 98

,uu

L

A.

SWA

Look

MARKtnjREPORT

after-dinne-

Commencing Monday, January

THE WOULD OVER TO CURE

USED

lTi

Zl

homes.

"Bromo Quinine"
That is
Laxative Pronto Quinine

Gcrdy gct be
tillyou try tles6
A VVAV.
, .
w TTP.iSh v

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY.

NEW. MEXICO

CORPORATION

LAWS, RULES AND FORMS.

Published September, 1910. All Laws on
Market all Classes of Corporations, on Banking:
$7.607.85; Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc. Com$7.557.80; plete Rules and Forms for Filing.
to choice

good
rough $7.557.65;
heavy $7.657.80; pigs $7.408.00;
bulk $7.707.80.
Market
Sheep Receipts 20,000.
steady. Native $2.504.40; western
$4.50560;
$2.704.35; yearlings

935 Pages, $7.00
Write for Circular.

C. F. KANEN,

Santa Fe,

That the New Year we are iust entering
for each and every one, a Happy New
year full of Health and Prosperity: With
for all favors shown us and hoping your New Year Resolution

I

11
Ifmi

I

j

-

WJlnit
YYlSn

N. M.

may be
Year, a

thanks
will

be

Will Trade With

Yontz J San Francisco
St.

H. C.

j

rt.

i

j

THE BIG STORE

-

Hurry!

Hurry!

Hurry!

fortunate cash purchase is closing out the Winter
stock of one of the best known and most reliable manufacturers of good clothing enables us to increase
greatly the attractions of our sale of mens Winter
Clothing. The prices we name on the class of
"offered surpass in value giving any sale
that Santa Fe has ever known. Past experience has
satisfied our patrons that we advertise only facts.
but
We make mention of only a few of our
our store is running over with them.
A

mer-chandi- se

cut-price-

s,

To let this opportunity slip away means a loss to you.

Suits for $30.00 now $24.00
27.00
25.00

BY

DEALERS.

trom rage

One.)

"
"

22.50
20.00

Nathan Salmon.
Tailor and Clotheir.

i,

1355-57-

a serious effect on this color. 'Red'
is also objectionable. The Tuby glass
by permitting none but the passage
of reddish rays greatly reduces the
mitted.
brightness of the signals."
The court then adjourned until 10
Argentina an Example.
o'clock tomorrow morning.
Argentina has the United States j
To Draw Jury.
far outdone in civic pride, public
John R. McFie of the First
Judge
works, and municipal improvements, Judicial district will draw the grand
according to Charles H Sherrill,
March tem
pem jurors or
United States Minister to Argentina, of court
on January 28.
a
He is
during banquet in Chicago.
New Post Office.
making a tour of 28 cities to urge the
A Dostoffice has been established
possibilities of South American trade
T. at Ballelos. Valencia county, to be
me. 1
aiiua gave 1
meiuuers 01 me Assucia- to
tion of Commerce something to think served from Cubero, four miles to the
the
about. "Talk about Chicago energy,' east and McCarty's, five miles
he said. "I don't denreclate it. a hit.. west. Donaciano Pino has been apjbut here is what Buenos Ayres didiPmleQ
when the people demanded green
i

Our Great Hart Schaffner & Marx
Clothing Sale Will Begin Thurs
day Morning Jan. 19, Will End
When the Light Goes Out on
Saturday Night January 22nd.

"

SPECULATION

(Continued

Yes, You'll Have to Hurry!

IF Its Cut

;

:r".r

Pasier.

niiuic wlj

1luv.AO

11:L
JL

uvt; a 1114 dia

i

abEStoEPSAeRrv

"subpoenas

to get it till she's
own up to that.

Politics Will Overshadow Civic Featof
ures of Illinois Bribery
Voters.

and she'll never

Wise Precaution.
In placing your name
Henchman
before the convention, Judge Windrow
is going to laud your name to the
skies.
Candidate That being the case, I'd
better invest m a paracnute.

Work
Electroliers or anything of quality in
our line.
No piece with-

out this Trade

BS

Mark on it it
genuine.

We Guarantee

S. SPITZ,

Manufacturing Jeweler.

Why He Doubted.

"No."
"Why?"

t

"I have heard him speak."

Price

Erratic Going.

"It is easy enough to hitch your
iragon to a star," declared the theatrical manager.
Danville, Ills., Jan. 25. The
"Say on."
of Sheriff Rhenard to serve sub- "How to keep from being bounced
poenas ln tne grand jury investigation
ot tne aneged traffic of votes in Ver- - out of the wagon is the question."
minl0n county forecast a quiet day
A Characteristic Welcome,
today. The politicians familiar with
"Were those cannibal savages glad
the situation believe that the grand
Jury will achieve the results it seeks, to tee the last missionary you sent
This is the general view expressed them?"
They fairly ate
"Oh, yes, indeed!
today by a politician mentioned in
the vote scandal, who said. "Politics Mm up."
stands at every angle of this thing
and the neonle are forgetting the civ
M you want anywiTng on eartn try
ic feature of it in watching the poll- a New Mexican Want Ad.
tlcal angle."
;

$2.00

mm

'

ffflEK HBOTBEIEBI
Jl

at

The Popular Gift Store.

The Ideal Stropper for Gillette Blades.
It is light, compact, and easy to operate.
insert the blade and the stropper

I

Satisfaction

UAMfKS

"He says he always thinks before
he speaks."
"Don't you believe him?"

sluij

building were torn down and planted
with trees, shubbery and green grass.
It was all done in five weeks. During
the recent Centennial the people of
Buenos Ayres spent three million dol- lars for the festivities, which con- tlnued only three weeks. In that city
there are more beautiful buildings,
mere is Detter municipal nie ana
there are better living conveniences
than ln any city of North America.
Living expenses are about twice as
high but wages are much higher.
Woman servants get $15 and $20 a
week, and bank clerks $150 to $300 a
In my opinion there is no
month.
market in the world which affords
better opportunity for exploitation
than South America, but the United

30,

re

flat

any

Pastoral.
He met the girl upon the bridge.
And kissed her on the spot.
The brook, It murmured down below;
The Ctrl, she murmured not.
A Cruel Condition.
Elsie Why is Clara always so short
Didn't her father leave
of money?
her a lot?
Madge Yes; but you see she's not

Glass-Silverwa-

or hollow) Jewelry-o- f

own grub.

1

SMALL

News for Men

Woddling,
plaintiff in error vs. Secundino Rom-ero et al. defendants in error; on error to district court, San Miguel
county. Submitted on briefs.
.
Rafael Taglia-ferrCase No.
appellee and cross appellant vs.
Caesar Grande, appellant and cross
appellee; appeal from district court,
Bernalillo county. Argued and sub-- I

First Johnny Aw, so you have returned from your month's holiday.
Where did you go?
Second Johnny Aw, I just ran up
to the north pole.
First Johnny I had intended going
there, but it's such a fag to take your

For Backache, Rheupiatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
and Diabetes. Commence today and be well.
having Bright's DiseaseTHE
?PITAL

PHARMACY.

Simply

does the rest.

We carry a complete line of cutlery,
safety, and old style razors, strops,
brushes, soaps, etc,

The Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

